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Abstract

Quantitatively summarizing results from a collection of primary studies with meta-analysis
can help answer ecological questions and identify knowledge gaps. The accuracy of the
answers depends on the quality of the meta-analysis. We reviewed the literature assessing
the quality of ecological meta-analyses to evaluate current practices and highlight areas that
need improvement. From each of the 18 review papers that evaluated the quality of meta-
analyses, we calculated the percentage of meta-analyses that met criteria related to specific
steps taken in the meta-analysis process (i.e., execution) and the clarity with which those
steps were articulated (i.e., reporting). We also re-evaluated all the meta-analyses available
from Pappalardo et al. [1] to extract new information on ten additional criteria and to assess
how the meta-analyses recognized and addressed non-independence. In general, we
observed better performance for criteria related to reporting than for criteria related to exe-
cution; however, there was a wide variation among criteria and meta-analyses. Meta-analy-
ses had low compliance with regard to correcting for phylogenetic non-independence,
exploring temporal trends in effect sizes, and conducting a multifactorial analysis of modera-
tors (i.e., explanatory variables). In addition, althoughmost meta-analyses includedmultiple
effect sizes per study, only 66% acknowledged some type of non-independence. The types
of non-independence reported were most often related to the design of the original experi-
ment (e.g., the use of a shared control) than to other sources (e.g., phylogeny). We suggest
that providing specific training and encouraging authors to follow the PRISMA EcoEvo
checklist recently developed by O’Dea et al. [2] can improve the quality of ecological meta-
analyses.

Introduction
Meta-analyses evaluate summary statistics from primary studies to obtain aggregate effects,
assess the heterogeneity of those effects, and ascertain possible causes of the observed heteroge-
neity. For example, meta-analysis has been used to quantify the strength of density-depen-
dence [3], to assess the response of ecosystems to climate change [4], and to evaluate the
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performance of different management strategies [5]. Through synthesis, meta-analysis not
only advances basic ecological theory, but also facilitates the application of ecological data to
inform environmental policy [6]. Moreover, meta-analysis can help identify knowledge gaps,
and thus direct new research endeavors [7]. Along with these benefits, the number of pub-
lished meta-analyses is rapidly increasing [8,9], due to increased data availability, and pressing
ecological questions that require synthetic research.

Despite their importance and wide application, the quality of meta-analyses is highly vari-
able [1,7,10,11]. If the quality of meta-analyses is poor, it is hard to know if “biological meta-
analysis embodies ‘mega-enlightenment’, a ‘mega-mistake’, or something in between” [12].
One issue that can prevent readers from evaluating the overall quality of a published meta-
analysis is the lack of details describing each step in the meta-analysis. We refer to this as
reporting quality, which is the degree to which the meta-analysis explicitly reports the steps
taken to conduct the meta-analysis, including details about the methods used to identify stud-
ies and extract data, the meta-analytic model, the number of effect sizes, and the sources of
non-independence [7]. Good reporting quality means also that the meta-analysis provides the
data used and describes each step of analysis in sufficient detail to replicate the results. Poor
reporting quality hinders the readers from assessing if the meta-analysis was executed properly
and if the results are reliable. Reporting quality it does not refer to whether those steps were
the best available–only that the author(s) was explicit about the steps taken.

The quality of a meta-analysis also is affected by how well the study is implemented. We
refer to this proper implementation as execution quality, which is the extent to which the anal-
yses conform to expert recommendation. Examples of recommended execution steps are
weighing effect sizes by study precision, testing for publication bias, quantifying heterogeneity
in effect sizes, exploring temporal changes in effect size, controlling for phylogenetic non-inde-
pendence (if applicable), and conducting sensitivity analyses [7].

New methodological guidelines specifically designed for ecology and evolutionary biology
[PRISMA-EcoEvo, 2] provide authors, reviewers, and editors with a checklist of items with the
goal of improving the overall quality of ecological meta-analysis. Wide adoption of these
guidelines could greatly improve the quality of meta-analyses in ecology and evolutionary biol-
ogy. Assessing the current compliance with recommended steps for reporting and execution
in ecological meta-analyses and identifying places that need improvements can help guide the
meta-analytic community towards more robust inference and reduce controversy.

In this paper, we reviewed the literature assessing the quality of ecological meta-analyses,
collected new data to evaluate current practices, and highlight the areas that need more work.
First, we compiled information from 18 studies in the last 20 years (between 2002 and 2022)
that reviewed the quality of meta-analyses in ecology, evolution and related fields. These
papers provided different insights on the compliance with different standards of reporting
quality and with recommended execution steps that should be part of a meta-analysis. Second,
we evaluated the recognition and treatment of non-independence for the ecological meta-anal-
yses included in Pappalardo et al. [1], and extracted new data on quality criteria to compare it
with the other reviews. Finally, we summarized the level of compliance for different quality cri-
teria across these 18 previous meta-analysis reviews and the new data taken from papers
reviewed in Pappalardo et al [1].

Methods
Literature search
To evaluate current practices when conducting and reporting ecological meta-analyses, we
surveyed the literature for quantitative assessments on criteria previously identified as best
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practices in meta-analysis. These criteria fall into two broad categories: 1) execution (i.e.,
methodological issues related with best practices for data analysis), and 2) reporting (i.e.,
details describing each step of the meta-analysis and providing the data and information
needed to allow for reproducibility). Both categories of criteria aim to ensure appropriate and
reproducible results. Our list of criteria was informed by Koricheva & Gurevitch [7, Table 3]
and the PRISMA EcoEvo checklist [2]. To find relevant papers, we first performed an explor-
atory search in Google Scholar, using combinations of keywords including “meta-analysis”,
“review”, “quality”, “ecology”, “evolution”. We then searched the Core Collection of the ISI
Web of Science database including articles and reviews within the “Ecology”, “Evolutionary
Biology”, “Biodiversity Conservation” and “Plant Sciences” categories (last search update on
Sep 16, 2022). We used a search string for TOPIC as: ([“meta-analyses” OR “metaanalyses” OR
“meta analyses”] AND [“quality” OR “performance criteria”] AND [“reporting”]). The search
resulted in 751 citations. We supplemented those with 11 articles published in the ‘‘Meta-ana-
lytic insights into evolutionary ecology” Special Issue of Evolutionary Ecology (2012, Volume
26, Issue 5), and 3 articles referenced by other articles or presented in scientific talks. The 765
papers that were obtained were then screened using themetagear [13] R package (additional
details and R code in S1 Appendix) and based on titles and abstracts, this set was reduced to 61
papers. PDFs of the 61 papers were obtained and evaluated in more detail.

Of the 61 papers for which we screened the full text, the majority were excluded for not hav-
ing quantitative data on the selected criteria (Fig 1). One paper was excluded for being out of
scope. Two of the papers [14,15] overlapped considerably by evaluating many of the same
studies in restoration ecology (S2 Appendix); Romanelli et al. [14] describe “many of the mate-
rials related to the dataset and methods used to collate evidence are similar to those presented
in [15]”. We checked their list of references and 92 citations were shared. To reduce non-

Fig 1. PRISMA diagram. The PRISMA diagram details the relevant literature sources identified, screened, excluded, assessed, and selected for the final
analysis.

https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pone.0292606.g001
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independence in our compilation, we kept only [15] that had information for six of our
selected criteria; i.e., we excluded [14] from our analyses. We compiled information from the
18 papers (Table 1) that provided quantitative data on the quality of reporting or execution of
the meta-analyses. Because Lodi et al. [16] provided metrics for two separate reviews in two
topic areas, our final analyses were based on 19 cases, taken from 18 papers (Fig 1). A PRISMA
plot [17] is presented in Fig 1, which details the number of papers in each screening step.

Overlap between review papers
If there is overlap in the meta-analyses evaluated in these review papers, comparisons between
review papers may not be independent; however, because each review used a different set of

Table 1. Compilation of 18 papers that reviewed the quality of reporting in ecological meta-analyses.

Publication Review ID Area Time period Number of meta-analysis papers reviewed
Archmiller et al. [18] arch2015 molecular ecology 2003–2014 18
Beillouin et al. [19] beil2022 biodiversity conservation, ecology; environmental sciences 2001–2020 217a

Cadotte et al. [8] cado2012 ecology 1992–2008 240
Chamberlain et al. [20] cham2012 ecology and evolutionary biology 1992–2010 56
Chaudhary et al. [21] chau2010 ecology 1992–2006 188
Gates [10] gate2002 ecology 1992–1998 29
Jennions et al. [22] jenn2012 sexual selection 1996–2012 94
Koricheva & Gurevitch [7] kori2014 plant ecology 1996–2013 322
Lodi et al. [16] lodi2021_fe freshwater ecology 1994–2017 114

lodi2021_ee ecology and evolution 1992–2014 86b

Nakagawa & Santos [23] naka2012 ecology and evolution 2009–2011 100
Nakagawa et al. [24]c naka2022 ecology and evolutionary biology 2010–2019 102
Odea et al. [2] odea2021 ecology and evolutionary biology 2010–2019 102
Pappalardo et al. [1] papp2020 ecology, climate change 2013–2016 96
Philibert et al. [25] phil2012 agronomy 2001–2011 73d

Roberts et al. [26] robe2006 conservation, ecology, and environmental management 2003–2005 73
Romanelli et al. [15] roma2021a restoration ecology 2009–2019 63
Senior et al. [27] seni2016 ecology and evolution 1992–2014 325
Vetter et al. [28] vett2013 ecology and conservation biology 2002–2011 133 and 83e

In this table we provide details for each review paper included in our final analysis. The “Review ID” (first author initials plus publication year) was used to identify
review papers in Figs 1 and 2, and tables and figures in the Supporting Information. “Area” indicates the subdiscipline(s) summarized in the review papers. Because Lodi
et al. [16] reviewed the quality of meta-analyses in two topic areas, we distinguished them using the “Review ID” (lodi2021_fe and lodi2021_ee). Because the two
Romanelli et al. reviews [14,15] were based on a similar set of meta-analyses, we included only roma2021a [16] in our final dataset. “Time period” gives the range of
publication dates of the meta-analyses that were reviewed.
a For Beillouin et al. [19], we counted the number of meta-analyses provided in the supplementary data table referred to as “retained meta-analyses” (which yielded 217
meta-analyses), even though the main text referred to 196 meta-analyses. In addition, most of the percentages mentioned in the main text agreed with the total being
217, rather than 196.
b Lodi et al. [16] reviewed n = 86 papers from the n = 325 papers in Senior et al. [27] for their subset of meta-analysis in ecology and evolution (they used the papers that
Senior et al. [27] included in their second order meta-analysis). To avoid non-independence between these two review papers, we only collected data from Lodi et al.
[16] for criteria that were not addressed by Senior et al. [27].
c Nakagawa et al. [24] reviewed the compilation of papers in O’Dea et al. [2] extracting additional information for our criteria of interest.
d Philibert et al. [25] analyzed 73 meta-analyses from 55 papers.
e Vetter et al. [28] reviewed 133 papers, from which they quantified the percentage that did not report using weights. Then, from the 83 papers that used weights, they
quantified the percentage of papers that quantified and explored heterogeneity.

https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pone.0292606.t001
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search algorithms and often targeted a specific topic, such overlap might be small. We quanti-
fied the overlap between meta-analysis reviews for all cases in which the full list of references
was available (in the main text or in the supplementary material), or when the authors replied
to our requests for this information (S2 Appendix). We used the first author’s last name, jour-
nal, and year as the identification string to measure overlap in the number of publications
shared between review papers.

Compliance with reporting and execution criteria
Our final list of criteria for analysis is presented in Table 2, where we detail which paper con-
tributed data to each criterion. Because different review papers used slightly different criteria
(or different names to refer to similar criteria), we matched similar criteria and provided
details on which information was extracted for each review paper in S3 Appendix. We
obtained the proportion of the meta-analyses that complied with a particular criterion (data
are available in the supplementary data file “compilation-of-previous-review-papers”). For the
final analysis, we included only those criteria for which we could gather information from at
least two review papers.

In addition, because we had access to the full set of meta-analyses reviewed by Pappalardo
et al. [1], we expanded on their results by adding additional criteria detailed below and
highlighted in Table 2 and S3 Appendix. Pappalardo et al. [1] analyzed 96 meta-analyses
related to global change (PRISMA diagram available in their S1 Fig). For the criteria related to
Reporting, we collected new information on: inclusion/exclusion criteria, the number of
papers and the number of effect size estimates, the types of non-independence, and if the soft-
ware, specific functions, and code used for the analyses were provided (when applicable). For
the criteria related to Execution, we compiled new data to evaluate if the publication explored
temporal changes in effects, conducted sensitivity analyses, controlled for phylogenetic non-
independence, and tested for publication bias. More details on the calculations for each crite-
rion are provided in S3 Appendix.

We compiled the percentage of meta-analyses in each review paper that complied with each
Reporting and Execution criterion. We classified performance for each criterion as “high”
when the percentage of papers complying with a criterion was�75%, “moderate” when com-
pliance was�50% but<75%, “low” when compliance was�25% but<50%, and “very low”
when compliance was<25%.

Non-independence
A portion of the new data we collected from the meta-analyses reviewed by Pappalardo et al.
[1] focused on non-independence. When a publication acknowledged non-independence
(e.g., described some type of non–independence), we also recorded the source of the non-inde-
pendence that was acknowledged, if the authors attempted to account for it, and the methods
used to address non-independence. Non-independence arising from non-independent within-
study error (e.g., multiple measurements of the same individual, shared control or treatments)
was coded as “sample”, whereas non-independence arising from study-level correlation (e.g.,
multiple effect sizes from each publication which could generate random paper effects) was
coded as “study”. If a study reported both sources of non-independence, we recorded both
(e.g., coding the study as “sample, study”). To code if a publication addressed non-indepen-
dence, we used: “yes”, when the publication described one or more sources of non-indepen-
dence and addressed at least one; and “no” when the publication did not address non-
independence. We coded the methods used to address non-independence as: 1) “average”,
when the non-independent values were averaged (e.g., [29] averaged repeated measurements,
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Table 2. List of reporting and execution criteria compiled from reviews of meta-analyses.

Criteria Definition Reviews with data available
Reporting
Full details of bibliographic searches Described details such as the databases searched, if specific filters were used, the key

words used, and the time span of the review.
[1,2,7,10,15,16,18,19,25,26]

Inclusion/exclusion criteria Clearly described the process of screening and study selection, detailing the criteria used
to include (or exclude) studies.

[1 new data,2,7,10,15,16,18,19,26]

Reference list of primary studies Provided the full citation for all the primary studies included in the meta-analysis. [1,2,7,10,16,18,25,26]
Meta-analytical model Explained the type of meta-analytic model used to analyze the effect sizes (e.g., a random-

effects model) and the type of factors and model structure for more complex models.
[1,2,7,16,18,19,27]

Dataset used in the meta-analysis Provided the data used for the meta-analysis: the effect sizes and their variances (when
applicable) and moderators (i.e., moderators), if used.

[1,2,7,16,18,25]

Data used to calculate effect sizes
(raw data)

Provided the data used to calculate effect sizes (e.g., the mean and number of replicates for
treatment and control from each comparison).

[1,15,19]

The number of papers and the
number of effect size estimates

Provided the final number of papers included in the literature review and the number of
effect size estimates included in the meta-analysis.

[1 new data,2,8]

The software used Identified the software used to conduct the meta-analysis. [1,2,7,16,18,23,25,27]
The packages used (if applicable) Identified the packages used to conduct the meta-analysis, if applicable (e.g., if a scripting

program like R was used andmetafor package was used).
[1 new data,2]

The functions used (if applicable) Identified the functions used for data analysis, if applicable (e.g., the rma.mv function
from themetafor R package).

[1 new data,2]

The code used (if applicable) Provided the code used to conduct the meta-analysis, if applicable (e.g., if a scripting
program like R was). If the full code is provided, packages and functions are available.

[1 new data,2]

The types of non-independence Described the sources of non-independence. For example, a non-independent within-
study error could occur when there are multiple measurements of the same individual or
shared control or treatments; and non-independence could also emerge from study-level
correlation (e.g., when there are multiple effect sizes from each publication which could
generate random paper effects).

[1 new data,2,16,18]

Execution
Weighted effect sizes by study
precision

The meta-analysis weighted effect sizes by study precision. The most used weight is the
inverse of the variance, but weights can also be based on sample size.

[1,7,15,16,18,19,25,28]

Quantified heterogeneity in effect
sizes

The meta-analysis provided heterogeneity statistics (e.g., Q statistics, I2, τ2). [2,7,10,15,16,18,19,25–28]

Explored causes of heterogeneity The causes of heterogeneity were explored using explanatory variables either through
statistical analyses or graphical visualizations.

[1,2,7,10,16,18,19,21,27,28]

Conducted multifactorial analysis of
moderators

When multiple moderators were included, the non- independence among moderators
was accounted for by including all the moderators in the same model.

[7,16,21,27]

Tested for publication bias Publication bias was assessed with any of the recommended methods (e.g., funnel plots). [1 new
data,2,7,10,15,16,18,19,23,25,26]

Conducted sensitivity analysis Quantified the effect of different methodological choices by conducting a sensitivity
analysis: e.g., comparing results of a weighted analysis with a reduced dataset versus an
unweighted analysis with the full dataset.

[1 new data,2,7,10,16,18,25,26]

Explored temporal changes in effect
size

Temporal changes in effect sizes were assessed with any of the recommended methods
(e.g., a cumulative meta-analysis).

[1 new data,7,16,24]

Controlled for phylogenetic non-
independence

When multiple species were included in the meta-analysis, their phylogenetic relatedness
was considered. The effect of phylogenetic relatedness can be assessed using a phylogeny,
if available, or by using taxonomy as a proxy.

[1 new data,7,8,16,20,22,23]

In this table we provide broad definitions of Reporting and Execution criteria and detail the meta-analysis reviews from which we extracted information from. Each
review may have defined the criteria slightly differently; in S3 Appendix we detail how data was extracted and matched for each criterion and for each review paper. For
Pappalardo et al. [1] we highlighted the cases in which we re-reviewed the meta-analyses to compile new data. The list of criteria and definitions were informed by
Koricheva & Gurevitch [7, Table 3] and the PRISMA EcoEvo checklist [2, Table 1]. In the Discussion section, we expand on best practices for each issue and available
solutions.

https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pone.0292606.t002
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[30] averaged across species); 2) “choose”, when the authors chose one value from multiple
non-independent values (e.g., [31] used last sampling point, [32] used one response variable
per study); and 3) “model”, when the authors accounted for non-independence within the
meta-analytic model (e.g., [33] included paper ID as a random effect, [34] included variance
covariance matrix obtained from phylogenetic distances); and 4) “tested”, when non-indepen-
dence was assessed, found not to be demonstrable, and was subsequently ignored (e.g., [35–
37]). If a test was done and non-independence was supported, then the paper was coded
according to the method used to address non-independence, and not as “tested” (e.g., [38]).
When multiples methods to address non-independence were used, they were all listed (e.g.,
“choose, average”).

We analyzed and visualized data using the R software [39] and packages scales [40], flextable
[41], pander [42], kableExtra [43], readxl [44], ggcharts [45], and tidyverse [46]. All the data
files and the code used to compile information, analyze data, and create figures and tables, are
provided as Supporting Information.

Results
Overlap between review papers
The overlap between review papers was generally low. For Reporting criteria, the median num-
ber of shared papers was 2 and the mean was 3; for Execution criteria, the median number of
shared papers was 2 and the mean was 4.7. In S2 Appendix we include the overlap matrices for
each quality criterion that show the number of papers that overlapped between each review
paper, and the distribution of the number of shared papers (S1 and S2 Figs). The two instances
with largest overlap were: 1) overlap of 77 papers between Koricheva & Gurevitch [7] and
Senior et al. [27], representing a 23.9% overlap for the “Meta-analytical model”, “The software
used”, “Quantified heterogeneity in effect sizes”, “Tested for publication bias”, and “Multifac-
torial analysis of moderators criteria” criteria; 2) overlap of 74 papers between Koricheva &
Gurevitch [7] and Cadotte et al. [8], representing 30.8% overlap for the “Controlled for phylo-
genetic non-independence” criterion.

Compliance with reporting and execution criteria
In our compilation of the 19 meta-analysis reviews from 18 papers, we found wide variability
in the compliance within and between the different quality criteria. We did not observe any
clear differences among different subdisciplines (S3 and S4 Figs, S4 Appendix), nor did we
observe any temporal trends in compliance (S5 and S6 Figs, S4 Appendix).

In general, we observed better compliance in Reporting (Fig 2) than Execution (Fig 3).
Across reviews, we observed high to moderate compliance with Reporting criteria such as: pro-
viding the list of references (Fig 2F), specifying the meta-analytic model (Fig 2D), detailing
inclusion/exclusion criteria (Fig 2C), and identifying the packages (Fig 2J) and software (Fig
2K) used. On the other hand, Reporting criteria exhibited very low to moderate compliance in
including full details on the literature search (Fig 2B), providing the data used to calculate
effect sizes (Fig 2E), and providing the analytic code (Fig 2G) and functions used (Fig 2H).

For the Execution criteria, there was lower compliance with criteria such as conducting sen-
sitivity analyses (Fig 3A), controlling for phylogenetic non-independence (Fig 3B), exploring
temporal changes in effect sizes (Fig 3D), conducting a multifactorial analysis of moderators
(vs. multiple single factor analyses) (Fig 3E), and testing for publication bias (Fig 3G). In con-
trast, most papers explored the possible causes of heterogeneity (Fig 3C). For the Execution
criteria of weighting effect sizes by study precision (Fig 3H) and quantifying heterogeneity in
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effect sizes (Fig 3F), compliance was highly variable (ranging from 33% to 92% for weighting
and 22% to 100% for quantifying heterogeneity).

Non-independence
In our review of the meta-analyses compiled by Pappalardo et al. [1], we found that in all
meta-analyses but one, the number of effect sizes was larger than the number of papers (Fig 4).
This variation was often of several orders of magnitude (Fig 4, note the log scale in both axis).
This suggests the possibility of non-independence as effect sizes derived from the same source
paper are more likely to be more similar than are those coming from different papers. 66% of
the meta-analyses acknowledged some type of non-independence (Fig 5A). The source of non-
independence acknowledged most often (68% of the time) was related to the design of the
original experiment (e.g., a common control used for different treatments) and how data were
collected (Fig 5B). Acknowledging non-independence from other sources of correlation (e.g.,
multiple effect sizes per publication) was less common (36% of the time, Fig 5B). Most papers
(98%) that acknowledged non-independence took steps to address it (Fig 5C). The most com-
mon ways that non-independence was addressed (Fig 5D) were: choose (55%) and average
(32%). Only 11% tested for the effects of non-independence, and only 16% explicitly modeled
a potential source of non-independence. A few papers used a combination of these approaches
(which is why the percentages sum to slightly more than 100%).

Discussion
Compliance with reporting criteria
Even though there was overall good compliance for Reporting criteria (e.g., providing the list
of primary papers included in the meta-analysis), many issues remain widespread. Meta-

Fig 2. Percent of papers complying with reporting criteria. The percent of papers complying with each criterion is plotted for each synthesis paper.
The colors indicate the overall performance for each criterion coded as: “High” (percentage compliance� 75%), “moderate” (50� percentage
compliance< 75), “low” (25� percentage compliance< 50), and “very low” (percent compliance< 25%). The Review ID corresponds to the papers
listed in Table 1.

https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pone.0292606.g002
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analysis papers were less consistent in their reporting of information that can critically affect
the results of a meta-analysis (e.g., the inclusion/exclusion criteria [49]). Even minimal infor-
mation such as the number of papers and effect sizes were not always included; for example,
the review by Cadotte et al. [8] showed that fewer than 50% of the meta-analyses reported this
basic information. Many of these meta-analyses are not reproducible because relatively few of
the meta-analyses provided the data used to conduct their analyses (e.g., effect sizes, variances,
moderators). Making the data available benefits the research community by supporting meta-
research or integrative research that combines the data in some novel way without having to
redo the data extraction [50]. Many studies also failed to specify the model used to analyze the
data (e.g., random-effects model). To remedy this issue, we suggest academic journals adopt
standard checklists for reporting items, such as the PRISMA-EcoEvo checklist [Tables 1 and
2]. Similarly, for the meta-analyses that reported using a programming language, very few
reported the specific functions or the code used for data analysis, which are essential for repro-
ducibility. Failure to share code is not exclusive to meta-analysis; even for research articles
published in ecological journals that encourage or mandate code-sharing, only 27% provide all
or some of the code used for the analyses [51].

To encourage code and data sharing, journals can develop incentives. Some cover the fee
for publishing data in a repository. Discounts on open access fees could further encourage
authors to share code and data. Most data repositories provide a separate DOI for the dataset
so it can be properly cited. Most importantly, as reporting practices improve and data become

Fig 3. Percent of papers complying with execution criteria (i.e., recommendations during data analysis). The percent of papers complying with
each criterion is plotted for each synthesis paper. The colors indicate the overall performance for each criterion coded as: “High” (percentage
compliance� 75%), “moderate” (50� percentage compliance< 75), “low” (25� percentage compliance< 50), and “very low” (percent
compliance< 25%). The Review ID corresponds to the papers listed in Table 1. In panel (A), Roberts [26] evaluated sensitivity analysis, and found 0%
of papers reporting it.

https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pone.0292606.g003
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available, reproducibility will improve. Achieving computational reproducibility will help
ensure results are robust, transparent, and credible. This is particularly important for research-
ers working in applied science and conservation where stakes are high, and transparency can
help maintain public trust [52].

Having commonly accepted guidelines for meta-analysis could improve the quality of
meta-analyses, although empirical research on this topic often gives mixed results. Even before
the PRISMA guidelines were initially developed [in 2009 by 17], systematic reviews in the
medical field showed higher reporting quality compared with meta-analyses in ecology
[10,26]. This was likely due to the early guidelines for systematic reviews in the medical field
using a standard set of methods developed by the Cochrane Collaboration [53] and to ecologi-
cal studies often being more complex and varied in terms of the types of questions, sources of
data, and experimental design. How much the PRISMA guidelines improved the quality of
reporting in medical meta-analysis is not clear. Some papers report a moderate increase in
reporting quality after the publication of PRISMA guidelines [54], while others report no
change [55, only reviewed abstracts]. Two syntheses of medical meta-analyses found that
reporting quality improved after journals endorsed and implemented PRISMA guidelines

Fig 4. Relationship between the number of papers and the number of effect sizes included in ecological meta-analysis. The relationship between
the number of papers and the number of effect sizes based on our re-analysis of meta-analyses in Pappalardo et al. [1]. The colors indicate when the
source of non-independence was not mentioned (yellow) or was acknowledged at the sample level (orange), study level (black) or both (blue). Note that
the axes are on log scales to accommodate two studies with an extreme number of effect sizes. One is a study reporting 52 papers that did not specify the
number of effect sizes but provided a dataset with 46,347 rows [47]. The other is a study that analyzed 1,785 papers and reported a total of 32,567 effects
for one of their meta-analyses [48]. The dashed line is the one-to-one line (x = y).

https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pone.0292606.g004
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[56,57]. In their review of meta-analyses in ecology and evolution, O’Dea et al. [2] showed that
meta-analyses that reported to have followed specific guidelines tended to have higher quality
ratings. Lodi et al. [16], in their review of meta-analyses from freshwater ecology, found higher
quality in more recent years and suggested that previous papers on reporting guidelines were
the reason for the improvement. The recently published PRISMA Eco-Evo guidelines [2]
could generate even bigger impacts on the quality of reporting if journals required those guide-
lines during the submission of meta-analyses. Some journals such as PLOS ONE already have
a structure in place to detect if certain key aspects of meta-analysis are present (e.g., a PRISMA
plot). We suggest that introducing the PRISMA Eco-Evo guidelines to a journal’s submission
process will greatly benefit the discipline, especially if the journal publishes a large number of
meta-analyses as is the case for Ecology Letters, Global Change Biology, Ecology, Oecologia
and American Naturalist (the top five according to our compilation, S5 Appendix).

Compliance with execution criteria
The low compliance with Execution criteria suggests that most meta-analyses do not follow
recommended methods. One of the advantages of meta-analysis is that effect sizes are conven-
tionally weighted by the precision of the observed effect size. The PRISMA-EcoEvo guidelines
recommend using a weighted analysis because weighting generally yields more precise esti-
mates of effects that unweighted analyses [2]. However, our compilation of reviews showed
that the percentage of papers that weighted effect sizes varied widely (from 33% to 93%). By
reanalyzing the meta-analyses from Pappalardo et al. [1], we found that only 42% weighted by
the inverse of the variance (as recommended by [2]), 6% weighted by sample size, 16% used
some non-traditional weight, and 36% of the meta-analyses did not weight effect sizes in any
way to account for variation in their precision or quality. Several papers used unweighted anal-
yses because of incomplete reporting in the primary publications (e.g., the original papers did
not report standard deviations or sample sizes), and the meta-analysts did not want to greatly
reduce the number of studies by excluding the studies without estimates of variance. New
imputation techniques to estimate variances can provide an effective alternative to conducting
an unweighted meta-analyses [58]. Under some situations, however, unweighted analyses can
provide results as reliable as those obtained using weighted analyses, e.g., when among-study

Fig 5. Percent of papers that acknowledged non-independence, addressed it, and which methods they used to deal with non-independence. (A)
Percent of papers that acknowledged at least one type of independence in their data (“yes”) or did not acknowledge non-independence (“no”). (B) For
the papers that did acknowledge non-independence, the sources of non-independence were classified as “study” or “sample”. (C) The percent of papers
that addressed at least one type of non-independence (“yes”), or did not address non-independence (“no”). (D) For the papers that did address non-
independence, we show the methods used to address non-independence, classified as: “Choose”, when the authors chose one value frommultiple non-
independent values; “average”, when the non-independent values were averaged; “model”, when the authors accounted for non-independence within
the meta-analytic model, and “tested” when the authors tested for the effects of non-independence. The papers that used more than one method (or
source) were counted in each category, so the percentages between levels of panels B and D sum to greater than 100%.

https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pone.0292606.g005
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variance is large relative to within-study variances (Song et al, pers. comm.) or when effect
sizes and their variances are independent and follow a normal distribution [58]. Conducting a
sensitivity analysis with a smaller dataset that compares results from unweighted and weighted
meta-analyses can be a way to check if results are robust to that decision [59].

A central purpose of ecological meta-analysis is to quantify heterogeneity and explore its
causes. A fixed-effects model, which assumes no heterogeneity among true effect sizes, has
been discouraged for ecological meta-analysis [60] and its use seems to be declining [27]. Pap-
palardo et al. [1] found that random-effects and mixed-effects models were the most popular
in their review. Given that heterogeneity in ecological and evolutionary meta-analyses is high
[27], it is encouraging we found high compliance in exploring the causes of heterogeneity
(either by conducting statistical analysis of moderators or by graphical visualizations). How-
ever, our compilation showed high variability on providing metrics quantifying heterogeneity
(e.g., using Q or I2 statistics), with most reviews (seven of nine) reporting very low to moderate
compliance on quantifying heterogeneity.

A common approach when meta-analysts explore heterogeneity is to evaluate individual
covariates one at a time, rather than in a single analysis. This is an invalid approach because
these explanatory variables may not be independent or because failure to simultaneously
account for a factor may give rise to spurious results (e.g., via Simpson’s paradox). A multifac-
torial analysis of moderators, which would address this issue, was reported only in a few meta-
analyses. Gates [10] also mentioned that most meta-analyses did not correct for multiple test-
ing when conducting subgroup analyses. This deficiency could reflect limitations imposed by
available software. For example, MetaWin, a commonly used software in older meta-analyses,
did not allow multifactorial analyses. Additionally, Nakagawa & Santos [23] noted that meta-
analytic data are often sparse and including all moderators in the model may greatly reduce
sample sizes, making such analyses problematic [see 61]. However, given the increase in data
availability, and an increase in the sophistication of software capable of including multiple
moderators (e.g., the R packagemetafor [62]), multifactorial analysis are more feasible and
should become more common.

Sensitivity analyses evaluate the robustness of a meta-analysis to methodological choices,
for example, by exploring how results change when removing influential points, altering the
weighting schemes, or calculating different types of effect sizes. Sensitivity analyses can also be
used to explore the consequences of non-independence [63]. Across reviews, we observed that
a low percentage of meta-analyses reported conducting a sensitivity analysis. Although analysis
for publication bias can be considered a type of sensitivity analysis, we followed previous
reviews (e.g., [7]) and quantified them as separate criteria. It is possible that some researchers
may have run additional explorations that could be considered sensitivity analyses in earlier
stages of a publication, but these were not stated explicitly in their final manuscripts or supple-
mentary information. We encourage authors of meta-analyses to include the results of sensi-
tivity analyses, to showcase the different types of limitations related to their dataset, and to
quantify if different methodological choices affect their conclusions. This will enhance the
robustness of their meta-analysis.

A general problem in scientific research is that significant results are more likely to be pub-
lished. For meta-analysis, this may bias the meta-analyst towards discovering more significant
effect sizes, which in turn may bias the conclusion of the meta-analysis. Meta-analysis has
tools to identify the existence of publication bias (e.g., via a funnel plot) and to assess its impact
(e.g., by calculating a fail-safe number), but these methods have pros and cons, and meta-ana-
lysts are discouraged from relying on only one approach [12,23]. Despite the availability of
methods, compliance for assessing publication bias was low (<50%) in nine of the twelve
reviews that quantified this criterion.
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A different type of publication bias in meta-analysis of ecology and evolution arises from
temporal trends in effect sizes. For example, a decrease in the magnitude of effect sizes over
time has been observed in various areas of ecology and evolution [64,65], although the exis-
tence of such a general trend has been debated [66]. Possible non-biological causes for the
decrease in the magnitude of effect sizes with time are time-lags, selective reporting, shifts in
the choice of research organisms, and changes in statistical methods (reviewed in [65]). Not
accounting for temporal trends may give a false sense that conclusions from meta-analyses are
invariant through time [67]. Instead, meta-analyses should explore temporal trends, which
would also help identify additional sources of heterogeneity in the effect sizes. Koricheva et al.
[65] described graphical and statical methods available to analyze temporal trends and
included examples analyzing real datasets. The simplest graphical method is a plot of effect
sizes versus publication year. Another option is a cumulative meta-analysis, in which mean
effect sizes are calculated starting with the oldest publication and adding in other studies chro-
nologically [65]. The temporal effect can also be assessed in a statistical model by incorporating
publication year as a moderator [65]. In the ecological meta-analyses reviewed by Pappalardo
et al. [1], 40% of meta-analyses reported the range in publication years of the original papers
and this time span averaged 41 years (min = 1, median = 34, max = 115). In their review,
Cadotte et al. [8] found an average time span of 15 years and a maximum of 65 years. Despite
the wide time span reported in many of the meta-analyses reviewed, the percent of meta-analy-
ses that addressed temporal trends in effect size was very low (ranging from 1 to 8%).

Methods for detecting and quantifying the effects of publication bias, such as regression or
correlation-based approaches for analyzing the asymmetry of funnel plots, may encounter
challenges in ecology and evolution due to heterogeneity and non-independence, two charac-
teristics commonly associated with data in ecology and evolution [24]. To address this issue,
Nakagawa et al. [24] proposed using what they referred to as “conditional residuals” from hier-
archical models instead of observed effect sizes in analyzing funnel plots. This approach
accounts for heterogeneity and non-independence by subtracting the fixed effects and random
effects that model the heterogeneity and non-independence from the observed effect sizes.

A Reporting criterion that we could not include in the main analysis was associated with
the method used to obtain the uncertainty interval associated with the mean effect size–only
one review paper assessed this criterion [1]. However, the method used to obtain an uncer-
tainty interval (e.g., based upon a t-distribution or a z-distribution, or by bootstrapping) can
affect the coverage and thus the inferences from the analyses. For example, when replication is
low, the use of the bootstrap or z-distribution will generate confidence intervals that are much
too narrow, resulting in more significant effects than expected [1]. 39% of the meta-analysis
reviewed by Pappalardo et al. [1] did not specify this information, even though it can have dra-
matic effects on statistical inference. Furthermore, of the meta-analyses that did report their
method, a vast majority (>90%) used either the bootstrap or z-distribution [1], which can lead
to artificially small confidence intervals.

Non-independence
Non-independence is common in biological meta-analyses; if not addressed properly, non-
independence can produce spurious results [68]. In particular, not properly accounting for
non-independence often leads to wrong estimates of standard errors and thus invalid statisti-
cal inference. Non-independence may occur at the sampling level, such as through using a
shared control or taking repeated measurements of the same individuals over time. Non-
independence at the study level may occur by comparing species that are close phylogeneti-
cally or systems that are close spatially. Our review of the meta-analyses compiled by
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Pappalardo et al. [1] showed a higher percent of papers (66%) that acknowledged some
source of non-independence, compared with reviews by Archmiller et al. [18] and O’Dea
et al. [2], which reported 44% and 14% respectively. Most non-independence arose at the
sampling level, due, for example, to using a shared control or taking repeated measurements
on replicates. In these cases, most meta-analysts addressed the non-independence before
doing the analysis (one of the solutions mentioned in [63]), by either choosing a subset of the
data (55%) or using the average of the non-independent measurements (32%). We did not
observe any meta-analyses that tried to explicitly model the covariance of the sample-level
non-independence even though formulae for covariance have been derived for many forms
of non-independence [69,70].

In contrast, non-independence arising from study-level correlation are much less recognized
and addressed in meta-analyses. Only 14% of the meta-analyses from Pappalardo et al. [1]
attempted to address study-level non-independence by applying a multilevel model (e.g., using
study ID as a random effect in the meta-analytic model). Including study effects in a multilevel
model is one the simplest solutions, and different levels can be included in the model to account
for non-independence due to other sources (e.g., species effects, discussed below) [12]. Study-
level non-independence may arise in multiple ways in ecological meta-analyses [63]. In fact, we
found that the number of effects far exceeds the number of papers in the meta-analyses we
examined and many of the studies that have a large ratio of number of effect sizes to number of
papers did not acknowledge sources of non-independence (Fig 4). Given that studies from the
same source paper are more likely to share similar environments or methodology, it is very
likely that study-level non-independence is common. Thus, the relatively low proportion of
published meta-analyses addressing study-level non-independence is a source of concern.

Study-level non-independence frequently arises from phylogeny. Closely related species
may have similar traits that could be associated with similar responses; thus, data from differ-
ent species may not be independent. In paired analysis of the same dataset using traditional
and phylogenetic meta-analyses, Chamberlain et al. [20] reported that 40% of random-effects
meta-analyses changed from significant when not adjusting for phylogeny to non-significant
when a phylogenetic meta-analysis was used. The influence of phylogenetic relatedness on the
outcome of meta-analysis has also been studied using simulations. Cinar et al. [71] found that
under moderately strong phylogenetic relatedness, failing to account for species-level variance
generated biased estimates of mean effects and led to poor coverage (i.e., confidence intervals
that were too small). This is troubling given that all the meta-analysis reviews found very low
compliance with respect to controlling for phylogenetic non-independence. In some cases, a
phylogenetic analysis may not be possible because a reliable phylogeny is not available. How-
ever, in those cases, taxonomic information (e.g., family or genus) can be used as a moderator
in the analysis (e.g., as done in [35]).

How can we implement best practices?
As was highlighted in multiple sessions at the 2020 Ecological Society of America meeting, there
is a need for data integration at multiple scales, data synthesis, and training of young investiga-
tors on computer programming and the use of appropriate statistical tools. To address this gap,
it is important to train ecologists in meta-analysis techniques. This could involve including
meta-analysis topics in the curriculum of Ecology/Evolution graduate programs, which could be
done as part of courses focused on statical methods and data analysis or the subject could be
required for qualifying exams. Training also could be provided in short workshops. The ever-
increasing availability of ecological data and the scope of the questions we need to answer,
require that we provide all researchers access to the tools necessary for synthesis research.
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For researchers who wish to learn on their own, there are multiple resources available.
Marc Lajeuneese has a YouTube channel (https://www.youtube.com/c/lajeunesselab) with
multiple videos explaining techniques for the different steps to conduct a meta-analysis, and
has also developed the R packagemetagear [13] that has functions to help with paper screening
and data extraction (http://lajeunesse.myweb.usf.edu/metagear/metagear_basic_vignette.
html). The Environmental Computing website (http://environmentalcomputing.net/meta-
analysis/) provides tutorials to conduct meta-analysis with the R packagemetafor [62], and
also general information on how to organize data that will be useful for meta-analysts (http://
environmentalcomputing.net/data-entry/). Themetafor website by Wolfgang Viechtbauer has
detailed documentation and examples of data analysis and models to conduct a meta-analysis
usingmetafor (https://www.metafor-project.org/doku.php/metafor). The CRAN task view for
meta-analysis [72, https://cran.r-project.org/web/views/MetaAnalysis.html] provides a full list
of R packages that have useful tools related with meta-analysis. Also available for R users is the
online book Doing meta-analysis with R: a hands-on guide that is aimed at non-experts [73,
https://bookdown.org/MathiasHarrer/Doing_Meta_Analysis_in_R/]. For Python users, there
are also specific tools and resources focusing on meta-analysis [74,75]. For those who would
prefer a friendly user interface, the software OpenMEE [76] provides advanced tools for meta-
analysis in ecology and evolution (http://www.cebm.brown.edu/openmee/help.html). The
Inter-Disciplinary Ecology and Evolution Lab (http://www.i-deel.org/links.html) provides sev-
eral resources related to meta-analysis and systematic reviews. Finally, Briggs et al. [77, http://
metaanalysis.ecology.uga.edu/] are developing a series of meta-analysis tutorials.

Now that specific guidelines are available with a focus on meta-analysis in Ecology and Evo-
lution, authors can follow the PRISMA EcoEvo checklist [2] as a guide to plan their meta-anal-
ysis, and reviewers and editors can assess the quality of reporting in a meta-analysis. More
importantly, improving the reporting quality and following guidelines will also improve the
quality of the research. Although we showed that authors are better at following Reporting cri-
teria than Execution criteria, compliance was highly variable suggesting there remains ample
room for improvement. Making the PRISMA EcoEvo checklist mandatory for paper submis-
sion could help by 1) helping to identify if a paper is not a statistically-focused meta-analysis
(e.g., papers that self-report as “meta” analysis because they analyzed a large dataset with multi-
ple factors, but that do not use a meta-analytic framework, and 2) encouraging good reporting,
reproducibility, and overall quality. A key component to future meta-analyses and synthesis
studies are data sharing and good data management practices [78].

The learning curve to conduct a meta-analysis and follow all the detailed steps may appear
steep and discouraging. The training opportunities mentioned above could help reduce the
learning curve and facilitate improved reporting and execution. Some researchers argue that
we should not let the perfect be the enemy of the good [79]. We agree, but also argue that the
“good” should include clearly reporting methods, following best practices, and making data
and code available to the community. Doing so will make the inferences from meta-analyses
more robust and less controversial—the ultimate goal of a valuable statistical tool.
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S1 Fig. Distribution of paper overlap for reporting criteria. Distribution of the number of
papers shared between reviews for all the Reporting criteria combined.
(TIF)
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S2 Fig. Distribution of paper overlap for execution criteria. Distribution of the number of
papers shared between reviews for all the Execution criteria combined.
(TIF)

S3 Fig. Percent of papers complying with Reporting criteria by review discipline. The per-
cent of papers complying with each Reporting criterion is plotted for each review paper. The
colors indicate different subdisciplines of the review papers. The Review ID corresponds to the
papers listed in Table 1 of the main manuscript.
(TIF)

S4 Fig. Percent of papers complying with Execution criteria by review discipline. The per-
cent of papers complying with each Execution criterion is plotted for each review paper. The
colors indicate different subdisciplines of the review papers. The Review ID corresponds to the
papers listed in Table 1 of the main manuscript.
(TIF)

S5 Fig. Percent of papers complying with Reporting criteria as a function of the time
period analyzed by the review paper. Each panel represents a Reporting criterion. The line
segment indicates the time period covered by each of the review papers that addressed a partic-
ular criterion.
(TIF)

S6 Fig. Percent of papers complying with Execution criteria as a function of the time
period analyzed by the review paper. Each panel represents an Execution criterion. The line
segment indicates the time period covered by each of the review papers that addressed a partic-
ular criterion.
(TIF)

S1 Appendix. Paper screening. Additional details and R code for paper screening using the
packagemetagear.
(PDF)

S2 Appendix. Overlap between review papers. Additional details and R code used to calculate
overlap between review papers, including overlap matrices for each criterion and R code for S1
and S2 Figs.
(PDF)

S3 Appendix. Details on the information extracted from each review paper for each perfor-
mance criterion. For data from Pappalardo et al. [1], we indicated when their data was re-ana-
lyzed or when we collected new data in this study by re-reviewing their compilation of
ecological meta-analyses with the tag “added”. When the number of publications complying
(or not complying) with one of the criteria was reported, we used that information to calculate
the percentage of papers complying; in other cases the reviews directly reported the informa-
tion as a percentage. In a few papers in which we had the original review data for each criterion
[e.g., 18], we summed the number of papers complying with each criterion, and then calculated
the percentage of compliance based on the total number of papers relevant for that criterion.
(PDF)

S4 Appendix. Additional results. Details and R code for additional results about compliance
of quality criteria by review discipline and temporal trends in compliance. Includes the R code
to generate S3–S6 Figs.
(PDF)
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S5 Appendix. Journals that publish the most meta-analyses. Number of meta-analyses per
journal that had been included in the meta-analysis reviews. Because the distribution is
strongly right skewed (with most journals publishing a few meta-analyses), we display only the
journals with at least 5 meta-analyses.
(PDF)

S6 Appendix. R code used for data analysis. This rmarkdown file (.Rmd) includes the code
to conduct the data analysis and create Figs 1 to 5.
(RMD)

S1 Data. List of references in reviews. This Microsoft Excel Worksheet (.xlsx) includes the
compilation of all the references analyzed by previous reviews.
(XLSX)

S2 Data. New data from Pappalardo et al. [1]. This Microsoft Excel Worksheet (.xlsx)
includes additional data collected by re reviewing the ecological meta-analysis compiled by
Pappalardo et al. [1]. Please cite this publication and Pappalardo et al. [1] if you are using the
data in this file for your research.
(CSV)

S3 Data. Data compilation from previous review papers. This Microsoft Excel Worksheet (.
xlsx) includes information on the quality of Reporting and Execution criteria compiled from
the review papers listed in Table 1.
(XLSX)

S4 Data. Papers screened and final classification. This Microsoft Excel Worksheet (.xlsx)
includes the final list of papers screened using metagear from the Web Of Science search and
also the additional papers found from additional sources.
(XLSX)

S5 Data. Journal names dictionary. This Comma Separated File (.csv) includes a conversion
dictionary from short journal names to long journal names and was used when analyzing
paper overlap.
(XLSX)
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record and each report retrieved, whether they worked independently, and if applicable, details of automation tools used in the process. 

Methods and 
supplementary 
files 

Data collection 

process  
9 Specify the methods used to collect data from reports, including how many reviewers collected data from each report, whether they worked 

independently, any processes for obtaining or confirming data from study investigators, and if applicable, details of automation tools used in 
the process. 

Methods and 

supplementary 
files 

Data items  10a List and define all outcomes for which data were sought. Specify whether all results that were compatible with each outcome domain in each 
study were sought (e.g. for all measures, time points, analyses), and if not, the methods used to decide which results to collect. 

Methods and 
supplementary 
files 

10b List and define all other variables for which data were sought (e.g. participant and intervention characteristics, funding sources). Describe any 

assumptions made about any missing or unclear information. 
N/A 

Study risk of bias 
assessment 

11 Specify the methods used to assess risk of bias in the included studies, including details of the tool(s) used, how many reviewers assessed 
each study and whether they worked independently, and if applicable, details of automation tools used in the process. 

Methods and 
supplementary 
files (overlap 
between 
review papers) 

Effect measures  12 Specify for each outcome the effect measure(s) (e.g. risk ratio, mean difference) used in the synthesis or presentation of results. N/A 

Synthesis 
methods 

13a Describe the processes used to decide which studies were eligible for each synthesis (e.g. tabulating the study intervention characteristics and 
comparing against the planned groups for each synthesis (item #5)). 

Methods 



PRISMA 2020 Checklist 

Section and 
Topic  

Item 
# 

Checklist item  

Location 
where each 
item is 
reported 

13b Describe any methods required to prepare the data for presentation or synthesis, such as handling of missing summary statistics, or data 

conversions. 

Methods and 

Appendix S1 

13c Describe any methods used to tabulate or visually display results of individual studies and syntheses. Methods 

13d Describe any methods used to synthesize results and provide a rationale for the choice(s). If meta-analysis was performed, describe the 

model(s), method(s) to identify the presence and extent of statistical heterogeneity, and software package(s) used. 
Methods 

13e Describe any methods used to explore possible causes of heterogeneity among study results (e.g. subgroup analysis, meta-regression). N/A 

13f Describe any sensitivity analyses conducted to assess robustness of the synthesized results. N/A 

Reporting bias 
assessment 

14 Describe any methods used to assess risk of bias due to missing results in a synthesis (arising from reporting biases). N/A 

Certainty 

assessment 
15 Describe any methods used to assess certainty (or confidence) in the body of evidence for an outcome. N/A 

RESULTS   

Study selection  16a Describe the results of the search and selection process, from the number of records identified in the search to the number of studies included 
in the review, ideally using a flow diagram. 

Methods  

16b Cite studies that might appear to meet the inclusion criteria, but which were excluded, and explain why they were excluded. Table 1 and 

Figure 1 

Study 

characteristics  
17 Cite each included study and present its characteristics. Table 1 

Risk of bias in 
studies  

18 Present assessments of risk of bias for each included study. Results on 
overlap 
between 
review papers 

Results of 
individual studies  

19 For all outcomes, present, for each study: (a) summary statistics for each group (where appropriate) and (b) an effect estimate and its 
precision (e.g. confidence/credible interval), ideally using structured tables or plots. 

N/A 

Results of 
syntheses 

20a For each synthesis, briefly summarise the characteristics and risk of bias among contributing studies. N/A 

20b Present results of all statistical syntheses conducted. If meta-analysis was done, present for each the summary estimate and its precision (e.g. 

confidence/credible interval) and measures of statistical heterogeneity. If comparing groups, describe the direction of the effect. 
Results 

20c Present results of all investigations of possible causes of heterogeneity among study results. N/A 

20d Present results of all sensitivity analyses conducted to assess the robustness of the synthesized results. N/A 

Reporting biases 21 Present assessments of risk of bias due to missing results (arising from reporting biases) for each synthesis assessed. N/A 

Certainty of 
evidence  

22 Present assessments of certainty (or confidence) in the body of evidence for each outcome assessed. N/A 

DISCUSSION   

Discussion  23a Provide a general interpretation of the results in the context of other evidence. Discussion 

23b Discuss any limitations of the evidence included in the review. N/A 

23c Discuss any limitations of the review processes used. N/A 



PRISMA 2020 Checklist 

Section and 
Topic  

Item 
# 

Checklist item  

Location 
where each 
item is 
reported 

23d Discuss implications of the results for practice, policy, and future research. Discussion 

OTHER INFORMATION  

Registration and 
protocol 

24a Provide registration information for the review, including register name and registration number, or state that the review was not registered. N/A 

24b Indicate where the review protocol can be accessed, or state that a protocol was not prepared. N/A 

24c Describe and explain any amendments to information provided at registration or in the protocol. N/A 

Support 25 Describe sources of financial or non-financial support for the review, and the role of the funders or sponsors in the review. N/A 

Competing 
interests 

26 Declare any competing interests of review authors. N/A 

Availability of 
data, code and 
other materials 

27 Report which of the following are publicly available and where they can be found: template data collection forms; data extracted from included 
studies; data used for all analyses; analytic code; any other materials used in the review. 

Supporting 
Information 
includes data 
files and R 
code used to 
analyze data  
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Appendix S1 - Paper screening

Paula Pappalardo, Chao Song, Bruce A. Hungate, Craig W. Osenberg

From: A meta-evaluation of the quality of reporting and execution in ecological
meta-analyses

Additional details and code for paper screening

We screened the 751 abstracts of citation downloaded from Web Of Science using the package metagear
[13]. We used the function effort_initialize() to add columns “study_id”, “reviewers” and “include”. After
that, the abstract_screener() function brings up an interactive window to rate the abstract for inclusion or
not, the options are: “yes”, “maybe”, and “no”. The rating column gets added. The package adds a new
column in the citation data with this decision. It can also split the effort among different coauthors; if so, it is
necessary to include a column with the reviewer/s name and assign reviewer’s effort (see code below). Paper
screening and data extraction from the reviews of meta-analysis was done by Paula Pappalardo; additional
data extraction for the non-independence section was done by Chao Song.

When in doubt if to include a paper, they were tagged as “maybe” and the full text was evaluated. Here are
the R code and metagear specific functions we used:

# load data downloaded from Web of Science and select columns we need

wos <- as.data.frame(read_excel("WOS/meta-analysis_WOS_751.xls",
sheet= "savedrecs", range= cell_cols("A:BT"))) %>%

select("Publication Type", "Authors", "Article Title",
"Source Title", "Volume", "Issue", "Start Page",
"End Page", "DOI", "Publication Date", "Publication Year",
"Abstract", "WoS Categories")

# rename columns

names(wos) <- c("pub_type", "authors", "title", "pub_name","vol", "issue",
"start_page", "end_page", "doi", "pub_date", "pub_year",
"abstract","wos_categ")

library(metagear)

# prepare the file for the screening effort

wos_scan <- effort_initialize(wos)

# save file with the IDs as a backup

write.csv(wos_scan, "WOS/wosWithIds.csv")

# randomly distribute screening effort to a team
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theTeam <- c("Paula")
theRefs_unscreened <- effort_distribute(wos_scan, reviewers = theTeam,

effort = c(100), save_split = T)

# start the abstract viewer to do first pass

abstract_screener("effort_Paula.csv", aReviewer = "Paula",
abstractColumnName = "abstract", titleColumnName = "title")

# get the summary of your work

theRefs_screened <- effort_merge()
sum.scan <- effort_summary(theRefs_screened)

# the effort file got saved by default in the main project, I moved it to the WOS folder

# load revision file

refs <- read.csv("WOS/effort_Paula.csv")

# subset by inclusion decision

theRefs_included <- refs[which(refs$INCLUDE == "YES" | refs$INCLUDE ==
"MAYBE"), ]

# try getting pdfs from R

PDFs_collect(theRefs_included, DOIcolumn = "doi", FileNamecolumn = "STUDY_ID",
directory = "C:/Users/Paula/Dropbox/Meta-analysis/ReportingQuality/WOS/pdfs")

We manually added the papers found with other sources to the “effort_Paula.csv”, and provide the file
“papers-screened_Final-classification.csv” as supplementary data. This file has the final list of papers
screened, the final decision, and the reasons to exclude papers after reading the full text.
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Appendix S2

Paula Pappalardo, Chao Song, Bruce A. Hungate, Craig W. Osenberg

From: A meta-evaluation of the quality of reporting and execution in ecological
meta-analyses

Setup

knitr::opts_chunk$set(echo = T, eval = T, warning = F,
message = F, comment = "")

# load libraries we need

library(kableExtra)
library(tidyverse)
library(ggcharts)
library(rcartocolor)
library(readxl)
library(flextable)

# load objects we need, generated with the R code provided

load("objects/reporting.R")
load("objects/execution.R")
load("objects/toplot.R")

# nice format for plots

niceplot <- theme_bw() +
theme(panel.grid.major = element_blank(),

panel.grid.minor = element_blank(),
axis.title.x = element_text(face = "bold", size = 12,

margin = margin(t = 20, r = 0, b = 0, l = 0)),
axis.title.y = element_text(face = "bold", size = 12,

margin = margin(t = 0, r = 20, b = 0, l = 0)),
axis.text.x = element_text(size = 11),
axis.text.y = element_text(size = 11),
legend.text = element_text(size = 11),
legend.title = element_text(size = 11),
legend.position = "right")
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Overlap between review papers

We compiled the list of references analyzed by each review paper, by extracting them from the main text, the
references section, supplementary materials, or by directly emailing the authors. For the following papers
we were unable to obtain the list of references, and were not included in the tables of overlap:

• The references for Chaudhary et al. [21] paper were not accessible, we checked their supplementary
information and data packages, but the web link gives an error. We also contacted the authors and
had no answer.

• The references for Nakagawa & Santos [23] were not provided. We emailed the authors, S. Nakagawa
promptly responded, and contacted E. Santos. The authors apologized for being unable to find the
data after so many years.

In some cases, the journal names were not identical between lists (e.g., American Naturalist versus The
American Naturalist), or had different spellings (e.g., ‘Soil Biology & Biochemistry’ versus ‘Soil, Biology &
Biochemistry’). Before analysis, we standardized all the journals names to the long format, and cross checked
(and fixed when necessary) the journal names across reviews. We also checked for authors names that had
different spelling across reviews (e.g., Castro-vila, vs Castro Vila) and followed the spelling used by most
review authors. After the quality check, we created a review code by combining: 1) the first author last
name (in caps), 2) the year of publication, and 3) the journal (in caps). We standardized the text to uppercase
to correct for inconsistencies in spelling (e.g., Van Groenigen versus van Groenigen for authors, or PLoS
ONE versus PLOS ONE for journals). Here an example of a final reference id: BYERS_1999_ANNUAL
REVIEW OF ECOLOGY AND SYSTEMATICS. The list of references is available in the supplementary
data file “DataFiles_list-of-references-in-Reviews”.

# function to select columns of interest

selectColumns <- function(mydf){
mydf_ed <- mydf %>% select(first_author, year, journal)
return(mydf_ed)

}

# function to add a standarized reference ID to compare accross reviews
addID <- function(mydf){

mydf_ed <- mydf %>%
mutate(ref_id = paste(str_to_upper(first_author), year,

str_to_upper(journal), sep = "_"),
journal = str_to_upper(journal))

return(mydf_ed)
}

# load short journals dictionary

journal_dic <- read.csv("data/DataFiles_journal-names-dictionary.csv", as.is = T)

# load references for each publication

arch <- as.data.frame(read_excel("data/DataFiles_list-of-references-in-Reviews.xlsx",
sheet= "arch2015", range= cell_cols("A:D"))) %>%

selectColumns() %>%
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addID()

cado <- as.data.frame(read_excel("data/DataFiles_list-of-references-in-Reviews.xlsx",
sheet= "cado2012", range= cell_cols("A:D"))) %>%

selectColumns() %>%
addID()

cham <- as.data.frame(read_excel("data/DataFiles_list-of-references-in-Reviews.xlsx",
sheet= "cham2012", range= cell_cols("A:C"))) %>%

addID()

gate <- as.data.frame(read_excel("data/DataFiles_list-of-references-in-Reviews.xlsx",
sheet= "gate2002", range= cell_cols("A:C"))) %>%

addID()

jenn <- as.data.frame(read_excel("data/DataFiles_list-of-references-in-Reviews.xlsx",
sheet= "jenn2012", range= cell_cols("A:B"))) %>%

left_join(journal_dic, by = "journal_short") %>%
rowwise() %>%
mutate(year = as.numeric(str_extract(reference, "\\d{4}")[[1]]),

first_author = str_split_fixed(reference, " ", 2)[,1]) %>%
ungroup() %>%
selectColumns() %>% addID()

kori <- as.data.frame(read_excel("data/DataFiles_list-of-references-in-Reviews.xlsx",
sheet= "kori2012", range= cell_cols("A:C"))) %>%

addID()

odea <- as.data.frame(read_excel("data/DataFiles_list-of-references-in-Reviews.xlsx",
sheet= "odea2021", range= cell_cols("A:C"))) %>%

addID()

papp <- as.data.frame(read_excel("data/DataFiles_list-of-references-in-Reviews.xlsx",
sheet= "papp2020", range= cell_cols("A:C"))) %>%

addID()

phil<- as.data.frame(read_excel("data/DataFiles_list-of-references-in-Reviews.xlsx",
sheet= "phil2012", range= cell_cols("A:C"))) %>%

left_join(journal_dic, by = "journal_short") %>%
selectColumns() %>% addID()

robe <- as.data.frame(read_excel("data/DataFiles_list-of-references-in-Reviews.xlsx",
sheet= "robe2006", range= cell_cols("A:C"))) %>%

addID()

seni <- as.data.frame(read_excel("data/DataFiles_list-of-references-in-Reviews.xlsx",
sheet= "seni2016", range= cell_cols("A:C"))) %>%

addID()

vett <- as.data.frame(read_excel("data/DataFiles_list-of-references-in-Reviews.xlsx",
sheet= "vett2013", range= cell_cols("A:C"))) %>%

addID()
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lodi_fe <- as.data.frame(read_excel("data/DataFiles_list-of-references-in-Reviews.xlsx",
sheet= "lodi2021_fe", range= cell_cols("A:C"))) %>%

mutate(first_author = str_split_fixed(Citation, ",", 2)[,1],
journal = ifelse(journal == "The American Naturalist",

"American Naturalist", journal)) %>%
addID()

lodi_ee <- as.data.frame(read_excel("data/DataFiles_list-of-references-in-Reviews.xlsx",
sheet= "lodi2021_ee", range= cell_cols("A:C"))) %>%

addID()

beil <- as.data.frame(read_excel("data/DataFiles_list-of-references-in-Reviews.xlsx",
sheet= "beil2022", range= cell_cols("A:D"))) %>%

addID()

roma_a <- as.data.frame(read_excel("data/DataFiles_list-of-references-in-Reviews.xlsx",
sheet= "roma2021a", range= cell_cols("A:D"))) %>%

addID()

roma_b <- as.data.frame(read_excel("data/DataFiles_list-of-references-in-Reviews.xlsx",
sheet= "roma2021b", range= cell_cols("A:C"))) %>%

rowwise() %>%
mutate(year = as.numeric(str_extract(Citation, "\\d{4}")[[1]])) %>%
ungroup() %>%
addID()

Compare references between the two Romanelli papers:

# number of papers shared
length(union(roma_a$ref_id, roma_b$ref_id))

# number of unique papers in Romanelli_a
length(setdiff(roma_a$ref_id, roma_b$ref_id))

# number of unique papers in Romanelli_b
length(setdiff(roma_b$ref_id, roma_a$ref_id))

# Compile all first author names

allnames <- c(arch$first_author, cado$first_author, cham$first_author, gate$first_author,
jenn$first_author, kori$first_author, odea$first_author, papp$first_author,
phil$first_author, robe$first_author, seni$first_author, vett$first_author,
lodi_fe$first_author, beil$first_author, roma_a$first_author)

View(data.frame(sort(unique(allnames))))

alljournals <- c(arch$journal, cado$journal, cham$journal, gate$journal,
jenn$journal, kori$journal, odea$journal, papp$journal,
phil$journal, robe$journal, seni$journal, vett$journal,
lodi_fe$journal, beil$journal, roma_a$journal)

View(data.frame(sort(unique(alljournals))))
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load("objects/toplot.R")

# prepare list of criteria

rep_criteria <- toplot %>%
filter(criteria != "Type of uncertainty interval was described") %>%
filter(criteria != "Describe effect size used") %>%
filter(criteria != "The number of studies excluded at each stage of screening") %>%
filter(criteria.type == "Reporting") %>%
distinct(criteria)

repvec <- rep_criteria$criteria

exe_criteria <- toplot %>%
filter(criteria.type == "Execution") %>%
filter(!criteria == "Standard metrics") %>%
distinct(criteria)

exevec <- exe_criteria$criteria

# prepare list of references for each review paper

vecs <- list(arch$ref_id, cado$ref_id, cham$ref_id, gate$ref_id,
jenn$ref_id, kori$ref_id, odea$ref_id, papp$ref_id,
phil$ref_id, robe$ref_id, seni$ref_id, vett$ref_id,
lodi_fe$ref_id, lodi_ee$ref_id, beil$ref_id, roma_a$ref_id)

names(vecs) <- c("arch2015", "cado2012", "cham2012", "gate2002", "jenn2012",
"kori2014", "odea2021", "papp2020", "phil2012", "robe2006",
"seni2016", "vett2013", "lodi2021_fe", "lodi2021_ee",
"beil2022", "roma2021a")

# function to get matrix of overlap

getPercentOverlapMatrix <- function(toplot, criterion, vecs){
# separate the criterion of interest
thiscriteria <- toplot %>%
filter(criteria == criterion)
# subset the vecs list to papers that measure this criterion
shortlist <- vecs[names(vecs) %in% unique(thiscriteria$paper.id)]
# create matrix
mymat <- matrix(ncol = length(shortlist),

nrow = length(shortlist),
dimnames = list(names(shortlist), names(shortlist)))

# run loop to calculate the differences between papers
for(i in 1:length(shortlist)){

thisvec <- shortlist[[i]]
for(j in 1:length(shortlist)){

mymat[i, j] <- length(intersect(thisvec, shortlist[[j]]))
}

}
return(mymat)

}

Because the overlap only matters within each criteria used to compare review papers, we calculated the
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matrix of paper overlap for each criteria.

Matrix of overlap for Reporting criteria

Full details of bibliographic searches:

# calculate number of papers shared by reviews
rp1 <- getPercentOverlapMatrix(toplot, criterion = repvec[1], vecs = vecs)
rp1

arch2015 gate2002 kori2014 odea2021 papp2020 phil2012 robe2006
arch2015 18 0 2 0 0 0 0
gate2002 0 29 2 0 0 0 0
kori2014 2 2 322 5 3 5 2
odea2021 0 0 5 101 3 0 0
papp2020 0 0 3 3 96 0 0
phil2012 0 0 5 0 0 55 0
robe2006 0 0 2 0 0 0 73
lodi2021_fe 0 4 5 2 3 0 0
lodi2021_ee 2 4 5 4 3 0 1
beil2022 0 0 6 1 13 6 0
roma2021a 0 0 9 0 2 0 0

lodi2021_fe lodi2021_ee beil2022 roma2021a
arch2015 0 2 0 0
gate2002 4 4 0 0
kori2014 5 5 6 9
odea2021 2 4 1 0
papp2020 3 3 13 2
phil2012 0 0 6 0
robe2006 0 1 0 0
lodi2021_fe 114 1 0 2
lodi2021_ee 1 86 1 0
beil2022 0 1 217 7
roma2021a 2 0 7 65

# extract overlap elements
rp1_o <- rp1[lower.tri(rp1)]

Inclusion/exclusion criteria:

# calculate number of papers shared by reviews
rp2 <- getPercentOverlapMatrix(toplot, criterion = repvec[2], vecs = vecs)
rp2

arch2015 gate2002 kori2014 odea2021 papp2020 robe2006 lodi2021_fe
arch2015 18 0 2 0 0 0 0
gate2002 0 29 2 0 0 0 4
kori2014 2 2 322 5 3 2 5
odea2021 0 0 5 101 3 0 2
papp2020 0 0 3 3 96 0 3
robe2006 0 0 2 0 0 73 0
lodi2021_fe 0 4 5 2 3 0 114
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lodi2021_ee 2 4 5 4 3 1 1
beil2022 0 0 6 1 13 0 0
roma2021a 0 0 9 0 2 0 2

lodi2021_ee beil2022 roma2021a
arch2015 2 0 0
gate2002 4 0 0
kori2014 5 6 9
odea2021 4 1 0
papp2020 3 13 2
robe2006 1 0 0
lodi2021_fe 1 0 2
lodi2021_ee 86 1 0
beil2022 1 217 7
roma2021a 0 7 65

# extract overlap elements
rp2_o <- rp2[lower.tri(rp2)]

Meta-analytical model:

# calculate number of papers shared by reviews
rp3 <- getPercentOverlapMatrix(toplot, criterion = repvec[3], vecs = vecs)
rp3

arch2015 kori2014 odea2021 papp2020 seni2016 lodi2021_fe beil2022
arch2015 18 2 0 0 3 0 0
kori2014 2 322 5 3 77 5 6
odea2021 0 5 101 3 12 2 1
papp2020 0 3 3 96 13 3 13
seni2016 3 77 12 13 325 8 7
lodi2021_fe 0 5 2 3 8 114 0
beil2022 0 6 1 13 7 0 217

# extract overlap elements
rp3_o <- rp3[lower.tri(rp3)]

The software used:

# calculate number of papers shared by reviews
rp4 <- getPercentOverlapMatrix(toplot, criterion = repvec[4], vecs = vecs)
rp4

arch2015 kori2014 odea2021 papp2020 phil2012 seni2016 lodi2021_fe
arch2015 18 2 0 0 0 3 0
kori2014 2 322 5 3 5 77 5
odea2021 0 5 101 3 0 12 2
papp2020 0 3 3 96 0 13 3
phil2012 0 5 0 0 55 6 0
seni2016 3 77 12 13 6 325 8
lodi2021_fe 0 5 2 3 0 8 114
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# extract overlap elements
rp4_o <- rp4[lower.tri(rp4)]

Reference list of primary studies:

# calculate number of papers shared by reviews
rp5 <- getPercentOverlapMatrix(toplot, criterion = repvec[5], vecs = vecs)
rp5

arch2015 gate2002 kori2014 odea2021 papp2020 phil2012 robe2006
arch2015 18 0 2 0 0 0 0
gate2002 0 29 2 0 0 0 0
kori2014 2 2 322 5 3 5 2
odea2021 0 0 5 101 3 0 0
papp2020 0 0 3 3 96 0 0
phil2012 0 0 5 0 0 55 0
robe2006 0 0 2 0 0 0 73
lodi2021_fe 0 4 5 2 3 0 0
lodi2021_ee 2 4 5 4 3 0 1

lodi2021_fe lodi2021_ee
arch2015 0 2
gate2002 4 4
kori2014 5 5
odea2021 2 4
papp2020 3 3
phil2012 0 0
robe2006 0 1
lodi2021_fe 114 1
lodi2021_ee 1 86

# extract overlap elements
rp5_o <- rp5[lower.tri(rp5)]

Dataset used in the meta-analysis:

# calculate number of papers shared by reviews
rp6 <- getPercentOverlapMatrix(toplot, criterion = repvec[6], vecs = vecs)
rp6

arch2015 kori2014 odea2021 papp2020 phil2012 lodi2021_fe
arch2015 18 2 0 0 0 0
kori2014 2 322 5 3 5 5
odea2021 0 5 101 3 0 2
papp2020 0 3 3 96 0 3
phil2012 0 5 0 0 55 0
lodi2021_fe 0 5 2 3 0 114
lodi2021_ee 2 5 4 3 0 1

lodi2021_ee
arch2015 2
kori2014 5
odea2021 4
papp2020 3
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phil2012 0
lodi2021_fe 1
lodi2021_ee 86

# extract overlap elements
rp6_o <- rp6[lower.tri(rp6)]

The types of non independence:

# calculate number of papers shared by reviews
rp7 <- getPercentOverlapMatrix(toplot, criterion = repvec[7], vecs = vecs)
rp7

arch2015 odea2021 papp2020 lodi2021_fe lodi2021_ee
arch2015 18 0 0 0 2
odea2021 0 101 3 2 4
papp2020 0 3 96 3 3
lodi2021_fe 0 2 3 114 1
lodi2021_ee 2 4 3 1 86

# extract overlap elements
rp7_o <- rp7[lower.tri(rp7)]

The number of studies and effect sizes:

# calculate number of papers shared by reviews
rp8 <- getPercentOverlapMatrix(toplot, criterion = repvec[8], vecs = vecs)
rp8

cado2012 odea2021 papp2020
cado2012 240 0 0
odea2021 0 101 3
papp2020 0 3 96

# extract overlap elements
rp8_o <- rp8[lower.tri(rp8)]

The packages used:

# calculate number of papers shared by reviews
rp9 <- getPercentOverlapMatrix(toplot, criterion = repvec[9], vecs = vecs)
rp9

odea2021 papp2020
odea2021 101 3
papp2020 3 96

# extract overlap elements
rp9_o <- rp9[lower.tri(rp9)]

The functions used:
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# calculate number of papers shared by reviews
rp10 <- getPercentOverlapMatrix(toplot, criterion = repvec[10], vecs = vecs)
rp10

odea2021 papp2020
odea2021 101 3
papp2020 3 96

# extract overlap elements
rp10_o <- rp10[lower.tri(rp10)]

The code used:

# calculate number of papers shared by reviews
rp11 <- getPercentOverlapMatrix(toplot, criterion = repvec[11], vecs = vecs)
rp11

odea2021 papp2020
odea2021 101 3
papp2020 3 96

# extract overlap elements
rp11_o <- rp11[lower.tri(rp11)]

Providing data used to calculate effect sizes:

# calculate number of papers shared by reviews
rp12 <- getPercentOverlapMatrix(toplot, criterion = repvec[12], vecs = vecs)
rp12

papp2020 beil2022 roma2021a
papp2020 96 13 2
beil2022 13 217 7
roma2021a 2 7 65

# extract overlap elements
rp12_o <- rp12[lower.tri(rp12)]

This is the summary of the vector including all the number of papers shared for all criteria:

allrep <-c(rp1_o, rp2_o, rp3_o, rp4_o, rp5_o, rp6_o, rp7_o, rp8_o,
rp9_o, rp10_o, rp11_o, rp12_o)

summary(allrep)

Min. 1st Qu. Median Mean 3rd Qu. Max.
0.000 0.000 2.000 3.009 3.000 77.000

This is the distribution of overlap for all Reporting criteria combined:
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# create dataframe to plot with ggplot

allrep_df <- data.frame(overlap = allrep)

# make histogram

hist_rep <- ggplot(allrep_df, aes(x = overlap)) +
geom_histogram(color="black", fill="gray70") +
xlab("Number of papers shared between reviews") +
ylab("Frequency of overlap for Reporting criteria") +
niceplot

# save figure S1

ggsave("figures/Fig_S1.pdf", hist_rep, width = 8, height = 5, dpi = 300)

# display figure S1

hist_rep
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Fig S1. Distribution of paper overlap for Reporting criteria. Distribution of the number of papers
shared between reviews for all the Reporting criteria combined.
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Matrix of overlap for Execution criteria

Weighted effect sizes by study precision:

# calculate number of papers shared by reviews
ec1 <- getPercentOverlapMatrix(toplot, criterion = exevec[1], vecs = vecs)
ec1

arch2015 kori2014 papp2020 phil2012 vett2013 lodi2021_fe
arch2015 18 2 0 0 0 0
kori2014 2 322 3 5 30 5
papp2020 0 3 96 0 0 3
phil2012 0 5 0 55 9 0
vett2013 0 30 0 9 83 4
lodi2021_fe 0 5 3 0 4 114
lodi2021_ee 2 5 3 0 7 1
beil2022 0 6 13 6 3 0
roma2021a 0 9 2 0 2 2

lodi2021_ee beil2022 roma2021a
arch2015 2 0 0
kori2014 5 6 9
papp2020 3 13 2
phil2012 0 6 0
vett2013 7 3 2
lodi2021_fe 1 0 2
lodi2021_ee 86 1 0
beil2022 1 217 7
roma2021a 0 7 65

# extract overlap elements
ec1_o <- ec1[lower.tri(ec1)]

Quantified heterogeneity in effect sizes:

# calculate number of papers shared by reviews
ec2 <- getPercentOverlapMatrix(toplot, criterion = exevec[2], vecs = vecs)
ec2

arch2015 gate2002 kori2014 odea2021 seni2016 vett2013 lodi2021_fe
arch2015 18 0 2 0 3 0 0
gate2002 0 29 2 0 5 0 4
kori2014 2 2 322 5 77 30 5
odea2021 0 0 5 101 12 2 2
seni2016 3 5 77 12 325 32 8
vett2013 0 0 30 2 32 83 4
lodi2021_fe 0 4 5 2 8 4 114
beil2022 0 0 6 1 7 3 0
roma2021a 0 0 9 0 5 2 2

beil2022 roma2021a
arch2015 0 0
gate2002 0 0
kori2014 6 9
odea2021 1 0
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seni2016 7 5
vett2013 3 2
lodi2021_fe 0 2
beil2022 217 7
roma2021a 7 65

# extract overlap elements
ec2_o <- ec2[lower.tri(ec2)]

Explored causes of heterogeneity:

# calculate number of papers shared by reviews
ec3 <- getPercentOverlapMatrix(toplot, criterion = exevec[3], vecs = vecs)
ec3

arch2015 gate2002 kori2014 odea2021 phil2012 robe2006 seni2016
arch2015 18 0 2 0 0 0 3
gate2002 0 29 2 0 0 0 5
kori2014 2 2 322 5 5 2 77
odea2021 0 0 5 101 0 0 12
phil2012 0 0 5 0 55 0 6
robe2006 0 0 2 0 0 73 2
seni2016 3 5 77 12 6 2 325
vett2013 0 0 30 2 9 2 32
lodi2021_fe 0 4 5 2 0 0 8
beil2022 0 0 6 1 6 0 7

vett2013 lodi2021_fe beil2022
arch2015 0 0 0
gate2002 0 4 0
kori2014 30 5 6
odea2021 2 2 1
phil2012 9 0 6
robe2006 2 0 0
seni2016 32 8 7
vett2013 83 4 3
lodi2021_fe 4 114 0
beil2022 3 0 217

# extract overlap elements
ec3_o <- ec3[lower.tri(ec3)]

Tested for publication bias:

# calculate number of papers shared by reviews
ec4 <- getPercentOverlapMatrix(toplot, criterion = exevec[4], vecs = vecs)
ec4

arch2015 gate2002 kori2014 odea2021 papp2020 phil2012 robe2006
arch2015 18 0 2 0 0 0 0
gate2002 0 29 2 0 0 0 0
kori2014 2 2 322 5 3 5 2
odea2021 0 0 5 101 3 0 0
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papp2020 0 0 3 3 96 0 0
phil2012 0 0 5 0 0 55 0
robe2006 0 0 2 0 0 0 73
lodi2021_fe 0 4 5 2 3 0 0
lodi2021_ee 2 4 5 4 3 0 1
beil2022 0 0 6 1 13 6 0
roma2021a 0 0 9 0 2 0 0

lodi2021_fe lodi2021_ee beil2022 roma2021a
arch2015 0 2 0 0
gate2002 4 4 0 0
kori2014 5 5 6 9
odea2021 2 4 1 0
papp2020 3 3 13 2
phil2012 0 0 6 0
robe2006 0 1 0 0
lodi2021_fe 114 1 0 2
lodi2021_ee 1 86 1 0
beil2022 0 1 217 7
roma2021a 2 0 7 65

# extract overlap elements
ec4_o <- ec4[lower.tri(ec4)]

Conducted sensitivity analysis:

# calculate number of papers shared by reviews
ec5 <- getPercentOverlapMatrix(toplot, criterion = exevec[5], vecs = vecs)
ec5

arch2015 gate2002 kori2014 odea2021 papp2020 phil2012 robe2006
arch2015 18 0 2 0 0 0 0
gate2002 0 29 2 0 0 0 0
kori2014 2 2 322 5 3 5 2
odea2021 0 0 5 101 3 0 0
papp2020 0 0 3 3 96 0 0
phil2012 0 0 5 0 0 55 0
robe2006 0 0 2 0 0 0 73
lodi2021_fe 0 4 5 2 3 0 0
lodi2021_ee 2 4 5 4 3 0 1

lodi2021_fe lodi2021_ee
arch2015 0 2
gate2002 4 4
kori2014 5 5
odea2021 2 4
papp2020 3 3
phil2012 0 0
robe2006 0 1
lodi2021_fe 114 1
lodi2021_ee 1 86

# extract overlap elements
ec5_o <- ec5[lower.tri(ec5)]
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Controlled for phylogenetic non-independence:

# calculate number of papers shared by reviews
ec6 <- getPercentOverlapMatrix(toplot, criterion = exevec[6], vecs = vecs)
ec6

cado2012 cham2012 jenn2012 kori2014 papp2020 lodi2021_fe
cado2012 240 20 9 74 0 13
cham2012 20 56 11 13 0 2
jenn2012 9 11 94 0 0 0
kori2014 74 13 0 322 3 5
papp2020 0 0 0 3 96 3
lodi2021_fe 13 2 0 5 3 114
lodi2021_ee 12 2 16 5 3 1

lodi2021_ee
cado2012 12
cham2012 2
jenn2012 16
kori2014 5
papp2020 3
lodi2021_fe 1
lodi2021_ee 86

# extract overlap elements
ec6_o <- ec6[lower.tri(ec6)]

Multifactorial analysis of moderators:

# calculate number of papers shared by reviews
ec7 <- getPercentOverlapMatrix(toplot, criterion = exevec[7], vecs = vecs)
ec7

kori2014 seni2016 lodi2021_fe
kori2014 322 77 5
seni2016 77 325 8
lodi2021_fe 5 8 114

# extract overlap elements
ec7_o <- ec7[lower.tri(ec7)]

Explored temporal changes in effect size:

# calculate number of papers shared by reviews
ec8 <- getPercentOverlapMatrix(toplot, criterion = exevec[8], vecs = vecs)
ec8

kori2014 papp2020 lodi2021_fe lodi2021_ee
kori2014 322 3 5 5
papp2020 3 96 3 3
lodi2021_fe 5 3 114 1
lodi2021_ee 5 3 1 86
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# extract overlap elements
ec8_o <- ec8[lower.tri(ec8)]

This is the summary of the vector including all the number of papers shared for all Execution criteria:

allex <- c(ec1_o, ec2_o, ec3_o, ec4_o, ec5_o, ec6_o, ec7_o, ec8_o)

summary(allex)

Min. 1st Qu. Median Mean 3rd Qu. Max.
0.000 0.000 2.000 4.487 5.000 77.000

This is the distribution of overlap for all Execution criteria combined:

# create dataframe to plot with ggplot

allex_df <- data.frame(overlap = allex)

# make histogram

hist_exe <- ggplot(allex_df, aes(x = overlap)) +
geom_histogram(color="black", fill="gray70") +
xlab("Number of papers shared between reviews") +
ylab("Frequency of overlap for Execution criteria") +
niceplot

# save figure S2

ggsave("figures/Fig_S2.pdf", hist_exe, width = 8, height = 5, dpi = 300)

# display figure S3
hist_exe
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Fig S2. Distribution of paper overlap for Execution criteria. Distribution of the number of papers
shared between reviews for all the Execution criteria combined.
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Appendix S3 

Paula Pappalardo, Chao Song, Bruce A. Hungate, Craig W. Osenberg 

From: A meta-evaluation of the quality of reporting and execution in ecological meta-analyses 

Details on the information extracted from each review paper for 

each performance criterion  

For data from Pappalardo et al. [1], we indicated when their data was re-analyzed or when we 

collected new data in this study by re-reviewing their compilation of ecological meta-analyses with 

the tag “added”. When the number of publications complying (or not complying) with one of the 

criteria was reported, we used that information to calculate the percentage of papers complying; in 

other cases, the reviews directly reported the information as a percentage. In a few papers in which 

we had the original review data for each criterion [e.g., 18], we summed the number of papers 

complying with each criterion, and then calculated the percentage of compliance based on the total 

number of papers relevant for that criterion. 

Criterion/publication Details 

REPORTING 

Full details of bibliographic searches 

  

Archmiller et al. [18] The authors evaluated separately if studies reported the "Boolean operators" and "Search databases 
and dates", we used both columns since they presented the raw data. In their Table S1, we counted 
as 1 when there was compliance for both items and calculated the percentage dividing by the total 
number of meta-analyses reviewed. 

Beillouin et al. [19] Data extracted from criterion “Search strings are clearly presented”. Percentage calculated from 
the column “Quality_Lit_strings_OK” in the supplementary data package, n = 217 meta-analyses) 
and verified when possible with the main text and Figure 5. 

Gates [10] 
  

Data extracted from criterion "methods used to locate primary studies". We acknowledge that their 
concept is less strict, because compliance was considered as long as the study reported the source 
of the information but did not assess reproducibility. 

https://www.zotero.org/google-docs/?ziNCUu


Koricheva & Gurevitch [7] Data extracted from criterion “Are details of bibliographic search (electronic data bases used, 
keyword combinations, years) reported in sufficient detail to allow replication?”, Table 3. 

Lodi et al. [17] Data extracted from criterion “Searching Details” in Tables 3 and 4. Detailed description of each 
criteria appears in their Table 2. The authors followed Koricheva & Gurevitch [7] list of criteria. 

Philibert et al. [25] Data extracted from the main text for criterion “Repeatable procedure: A repeatable procedure 
for the selection of papers for the meta-analysis is presented.” 

ODea et al. [2] Data extracted from criterion 5.4 of the PRISMA EcoEvo checklist (Table 1): “Provide enough 
information to repeat the equivalent search (if possible), including the timespan covered (start 
and end dates)”. 

Pappalardo et al. [1] Reanalyzed from Pappalardo et al [1] dataset looknig at information from two columns. We 
assigned 1 when columns lit.search.explained and keywords.explained were “yes”. The rest of the 
studies were coded as 0. The paper that used their own data for the meta-analysis was considered 
as not relevant. 

Roberts et al. [26] Data extracted from criterion "Defined search terms to be used to identify sources of evidence", 
Table 1. 

Romanelli et al. [16] Matched to the “2.2 Search strings clearly defined” criteria column in their supplementary data 
file. We only consider the 63 meta-analyses and did not included the systematic reviews. We 
assigned 0 to their score 0, 0.5 points to their score for partial compliance (1), and 1 point to 
their score of full compliance (3). We calculated percent compliance as the (sum of 
points*100)/total meta-analyses reviewed.  
 

Inclusion/exclusion criteria 

Archmiller et al. [18] Counted “1”s in Table S1 for item “Exclusion/inclusion criteria” and divided by number of 
articles to calculate the percentage of compliance. The item was described “Gave specific 
information about why papers were retained or rejected”. 

Gates [10] We extracted from the main text the number of studies that reported an explicit criterion for 
inclusion of studies, and use it to calculate the percentage of compliance. 

Koricheva & Gurevitch [7] Data extracted from criterion “Reporting inclusion/exclusion criteria”, Table 3. 

Lodi et al. [17] Data extracted from criterion “Inclusion/exclusion” in Tables 3 and 4. Detailed description of 
each criteria appears in Table 2. The authors followed Koricheva & Gurevitch [7] list of criteria. 

ODea et al. [2] Data extracted from criterion 4.1 of the PRISMA EcoEvo checklist (Table 1): “Report the 
specific criteria used for including or excluding studies when screening titles and/or abstracts, 
and full texts, according to the aims of the systematic review (e.g. study design, taxa, data 
availability)”. 

Pappalardo et al. [1] 
(added) 

Each study was coded 1 if the authors explained the inclusion/exclusion criteria to determine 
which papers to include in their meta-analysis. We gave 0.5 points to studies in which this was 
partially explained. The study that used their own data was tagged as “not applicable” and it was 
filtered out to calculate the percentage of studies complying with this criterion. 

https://www.zotero.org/google-docs/?qIW5tF
https://www.zotero.org/google-docs/?NGLsJ1
https://www.zotero.org/google-docs/?qIW5tF


Roberts et al. [26] Data extracted from criterion “Defined inclusion/exclusion criteria for identification of relevant 
(evidence) studies”, Table 1. 

Romanelli et al. [16] Matched to the “3.1 Inclusion criteria documented for all studies” criteria column in their 
supplementary data file. We only consider the 63 meta-analyses, and did not included the 
systematic reviews. We assigned 0 to their score 0, 0.5 points to their score for partial 
compliance (1), and 1 point to their score of full compliance (3). We calculated percent 
compliance as the (sum of points*100)/total meta-analyses reviewed. 

Reference list of primary studies  

Archmiller et al. [18] Data extracted from criterion “List of References”. 

Gates [10] Data extracted from number of papers that “gave lists of studies that were included”. 

Koricheva & Gurevitch [7] Data extracted from criterion “Have full bibliographic details of primary studies included in a 
meta-analysis been provided?” 

Lodi et al. [17] Data extracted from criterion “Bilbiographic details” in Tables 3 and 4. Detailed description of 
each criteria appears in Table 2. The authors followed Koricheva & Gurevitch [7] list of criteria. 

ODea et al. [2]] Data extracted from criterion 27.1 of the PRISMA EcoEvo checklist (Table 1): “References”. 

Pappalardo et al. [1] We assigned 1 to each study that provided the full references (column ref.provided indicating 
“yes”); we assigned 0.5 to the few studies in which only partial information was provided (e.g., 
only providing first author and year or only providing references for one of the analysis conducted 
in the paper). The paper that used their own data for the meta-analysis was considered as not 
relevant. 

Philibert et al. [25] Data extracted from criterion “References: a list of the references used for the meta-analysis is 
provided.” 

Roberts et al. [26] Data extracted from criterion “Provides references of all studies within the review”. 

Meta-analytical model 

Archmiller et al. [18] Counted number of "1"s for "Model choice" in their Table S1. Item was described as “Stated if 
fixed-effect or random-effects model was used or discussed between- and within-study 
variation”. 

Beillouin et al. [19] Data extracted from criterion  “Statistical models are fully described”; percentage calculated 
from the data available in the supplementary data package, column “Quality_Model” (n = 217 
meta-analyses). 

Koricheva & Gurevitch [7] Data extracted from criterion “Specifying the meta-analytical model”, Table 3. 

Lodi et al. [17] Data extracted from criterion “Meta-analytical model” in Tables 3 and 4. Detailed description of 
each criteria appears in Table 2. The authors followed Koricheva & Gurevitch [7] list of criteria. 

ODea et al. [2] Data extracted from criterion 12.1 of the PRISMA EcoEvo checklist (Table 1): “Describe the 
models used for synthesis of effect sizes”. 

https://www.zotero.org/google-docs/?NGLsJ1
https://www.zotero.org/google-docs/?qIW5tF
https://www.zotero.org/google-docs/?ziNCUu
https://www.zotero.org/google-docs/?qIW5tF


Pappalardo et al. [1] The cases in which the column data.analysis indicated “not mentioned”, or “not clear”, were coded 
0. When the model was reported it was coded 1. For the few cases in which a non-traditional meta-
analytic model was used to analyze the effect sizes, but it was explained, we also coded it as 1. 

Senior et al. [27] Percentage of papers that did not report the meta-analytic model used was extracted from the 
text. 

Dataset used in the meta-analysis 

  

Archmiller et al. [18] Data extracted from criterion “Dataset used in meta-analysis”, detailed as “Provided data set 
used for meta-analysis in article, SI, or online”. We counted the number of “1s” and divided it by 
the number of studies to obtain the percentage. 

Koricheva & Gurevitch [7] Data extracted from criterion “Has the data set used for meta-analysis, including effect sizes and 
variances/sample sizes from individual primary studies and moderator variables, been provided 
as electronic appendix?”. 

Lodi et al. [17] Data extracted from criterion “Data” in Tables 3 and 4. Detailed description of each criteria 
appears in Table 2. The authors followed Koricheva & Gurevitch [7] list of criteria. 

ODea et al. [2] Data extracted from criterion 18.2 in the PRISMA EcoEvo checklist (Table 1): “Share data 
required to reproduce the results presented in the manuscript”. 

Pappalardo et al. [1] We coded 1 the studies with a “yes” in the column original.data.provided; we also coded 1 studies 
with a “yes” in both the column eff.provided and var.provided. We coded 0 studies where no data 
was provided, only partial data was provided, or those few cases in which the appendix links did 
not work and the authors did not reply to the emails requesting the original dataset. 

Philibert et al. [25] Data extracted from criterion “Availability of the dataset” item, described as “The dataset is 
available in an electronic format or published directly in the paper”. 

Data used to calculate effect sizes (raw data) 

Beillouin et al. [19] Data extracted from criterion “The full dataset is available” (also detailed in text as “data of the 
original studies”); percentage calculated from the data available in the supplementary data 
package, column “Quality_Data_Sharing” (n = 217 meta-analyses). 

Pappalardo et al. [1] Data extracted from column original.data.provided, coding 1 the studies with a “yes”; 0.5 the 
studies with a “partially”, and 0 studies with a “no” (or those few cases in which the appendix 
links did not work and the authors did not reply to the emails requesting the original dataset). 

Romanelli et al. [16] Data extracted from criterion “5.2 Are the extracted data reported?” in their supplementary data 
file. We only consider the 63 meta-analyses, and did not included the systematic reviews. We 
assigned 0 to their score 0, 0.5 points to their score for partial compliance (1), and 1 point to 
their score of full compliance (3). We calculated percent compliance as the (sum of 
points*100)/total meta-analyses reviewed. 

The number of studies and effect sizes 

https://www.zotero.org/google-docs/?5uiY0z
https://www.zotero.org/google-docs/?qIW5tF
https://www.zotero.org/google-docs/?ziNCUu
https://www.zotero.org/google-docs/?NGLsJ1


Cadotte et al. [8] Data extracted from the Supplementary Material 2. To calculate percent compliance we coded 1 
the cases in which there was information for the two columns No_publications and 
No_datasets_or_studies. 

ODea et al. [2] Data extracted from criterion 20.1 of the PRISMA EcoEvo checklist (Table 1): “Report the 
number of studies and effect sizes for data included in meta-analyses”. 

Pappalardo et al. [1] 
(added) 

We collected information on the number of effect sizes reported in each meta-analysis from the 
main text if available, from the supplementary material, or by counting rows in the supplementary 
data tables. We combined this information with the number of studies included in the meta-
analysis reported by Pappalardo et al. [1] and if both were reported we coded the item “Report the 
number of studies and effect sizes” as 1. We corrected one mistake in the dataset by Pappalardo 
et al. [1]; The publication by Luo et al. (2015) was reported as having included 216 papers, but 
that was before excluding some papers, the correct final number of papers should have been 31, 
which is the one we used in this paper. 

The software used 

  

  

Archmiller et al. [18] We counted number of "1"s for "Statistical software used" in Table S1 and divided it by the 
number of studies to obtain the percentage of compliance. 

Koricheva & Gurevitch [7] Data extracted from criterion “Specifying the software used”, Table 3. 

Lodi et al. [17] Data extracted from criterion “Software” in Tables 3 and 4. Detailed description of each criteria 
appears in Table 2. The authors followed Koricheva & Gurevitch [7] list of criteria. 

Nakagawa & Santos [23] The Appendix reported the number of papers that did not report the software used, that we used 
to calculate the percentage of compliance. 

ODea et al. [2] Data extracted from criterion 13.1 of the PRISMA EcoEvo checklist (Table 1): “Describe the 
statistical platform used for inference (e.g. R)”. 

Pappalardo et al. [1] The cases in which the column software indicated “not mentioned” were coded as 0, and cases in 
which any software was reported coded as 1. 

Philibert et al. [25] Data extracted from Table 3 that reported the software used in the meta-analysis to calculate 
percentage of papers reporting the software. Note that Philibert evaluated if the software "was 
made available" which is more stringent criteria than generally reporting the software. 
 

Senior et al. [27] Number or papers reporting the software were extracted from the 
“Data_Package_Part_3_Survey_Data” excel spreadsheet. 

The packages used (if applicable)  
  

ODea et al. [2] Data extracted from criterion 13.2 of the PRISMA EcoEvo checklist (Table 1): “Describe the 
packages used to run models”. 

Pappalardo et al. [1] 
(added) 

When papers used a programming language, we coded this criterion 1 if they described the 
packages used.   

The functions used (if applicable) 

  

ODea et al. [2] Data extracted from criterion 13.3 of the PRISMA EcoEvo checklist (Table 1): “Describe the 
functions used to run models”. 

https://www.zotero.org/google-docs/?qIW5tF
https://www.zotero.org/google-docs/?5uiY0z


Pappalardo et al. [1] 
(added) 

When papers used a programming language, we coded this criterion 1 if they described the 
functions used.   

The code (if applicable)   

ODea et al. [2] Data extracted from criterion 18.4 of the PRISMA EcoEvo checklist (Table 1): “Share analysis 
scripts”. 

Pappalardo et al. [1] 
added 

When papers used a programming language, we coded this criterion 1 if they provided the code.   

The types of non-independence 

  

Archmiller et al. [18] Data extracted from criterion “Quantified or stated impacts of nonindependence”. 

Lodi et al. [17] Data extracted from criterion “Multiple effect sizes”, explained as “If more than one estimate of 
effect size per study was included in the analysis, has potential non-independence of these 
estimates been considered?”. 

ODea et al. [2] Data extracted from criterion 14.1 of the PRISMA EcoEvo checklist (Table 1): “Describe the 
types of non-independence encountered (e.g. phylogenetic, spatial, multiple measurements over 
time)”. 

Pappalardo et al. [1] 
(added) 

Each study was coded 1 if the authors discussed instances of non-independence in their data. 
Common cases of non-independence mentioned were repeated measures, multiple data per study, 
multiple experimental levels, multiple data per species. 

EXECUTION 

Weighed effect sizes by study precision 

  

Archmiller et al. [18] We counted the number of "1"s in their item “Individual study weight calculation” in Table S1 
and divided it by the number of studies to obtain the percentage of compliance. 

Beillouin et al. [19] Data extracted from criterion “Studies are weighted according to their accuracy”; percentage 
calculated from the data available in the supplementary data package, column 
“Quality_Model_weights” (n = 217 meta-analyses). 

Koricheva & Gurevitch [7] Data extracted from criterion “Have effect sizes been weighted by study precision or has the 
rational for using unweighted approach been provided?” 

Lodi et al. [17] Data extracted from criterion “Weighted effect sizes” in Tables 3 and 4. Detailed description of 
each criteria appears in Table 2. The authors followed Koricheva & Gurevitch [7] list of criteria. 

Pappalardo et al. [1] To quantify if a study weighted the effect sizes we first re-classified all the levels of the column 
weighting into “yes”, “no”, or “not mentioned”. To calculate the percent of studies that weighted 
their effect sizes, we assigned 1 to studies with “yes”, and 0 to studies that did not weight or that 
did not mention if they used weights. The study that conducted both weighted and unweighted 
analysis and only reported unweighted was coded as 1. We also quantified separately the studies 
that used more traditional meta-analysis weights (sample size, inverse variance). 

Philibert et al. [25] 
 

Data extracted from criterion “Weighting: Observations are weighted according to their level of 
accuracy in the statistical model”. 

https://www.zotero.org/google-docs/?qIW5tF
https://www.zotero.org/google-docs/?ziNCUu
https://www.zotero.org/google-docs/?qIW5tF


Romanelli et al. [16] Data extracted from criterion “4.2 Studies were weighted according to the methodological 
quality?” in their supplementary data file. We only consider the 63 meta-analyses, and did not 
included the systematic reviews. In this case, we assigned 0 to their score 0 and 1 (if weighted 
was not transparent or removed studies), and only assigned 1 to their score of 3 (metric for 
weighting was clearly stated). We calculated percent compliance as the (sum of 
points*100)/total meta-analyses reviewed. 

Vetter et al. [28] The total from this percentage is from the 60 articles that fulfilled all requirements plus the 23 
that fulfilled all but weighting (total = 83). So, the 37 that did weight represent a 44%. 
Information extracted from the text. 

Tested for publication bias  

Archmiller et al. [18] Counted “1”s in Table S1 for item “Publication Bias” and divided by number of articles to 
calculate the percentage of compliance. The item was described as “Discussed or quantified 
publication bias”. 

Beillouin et al. [19] Data extracted from criterion “Publication bias is analyzed”; percentage calculated from the data 
available in the supplementary data package, column “Quality_Publication_bias” (n = 217 meta-
analyses). 

Gates [10] The number of papers that reported to discussed publication bias and that calculated the “fail-
safe” number was extracted from the text. Percentage calculated based on the total numbers of 
studies analyzed. 

Koricheva & Gurevitch [7] Data extracted from criterion “Testing for publication bias”, Table 3. 

Lodi et al. [17] Data extracted from criterion “Publication bias” in Tables 3 and 4. Detailed description of each 
criteria appears in Table 2. The authors followed Koricheva & Gurevitch [7] list of criteria. 

Nakagawa & Santos [23] The percentage of papers that utilized some kind of procedure was extracted from the main text. 

ODea et al. [2] Data extracted from criterion 24.1 of the PRISMA EcoEvo checklist (Table 1): “Provide results 
for the assessments of the risks of bias (e.g. Egger’s regression, funnel plots)”. 

Pappalardo et al. [1] 
(added) 

Each study was coded 1 if the authors addressed publication bias (usually this was done using 
funnel plots or the fail-safe number); the study that used their own data was filtered out to calculate 
the percentage of studies complying with this criterion. 

Philibert et al. [25] Data extracted from criterion “Investigation of publication bias”, described as “Assessment of 
the publication bias, which occurs when only studies with highly significant results are 
published. In this case, a meta-analysis can lead to a biased conclusion and an overestimation of 
the effect of a given factor. Publication bias is a predominant issue in meta-analysis and several 
methods such as funnel plots (e.g., Borenstein et al. 2009; Light and Pillemer, 1984) have been 
developed to detect the presence of such bias in datasets including published results.” 

Roberts et al. [26] Data extracted from criterion “Estimation of publication bias”, Table 1. 

Romanelli et al. [16] Data extracted from criterion “6.3 Does the synthesis consider possible publication bias?” 
criteria column in their supplementary data file. We only consider the 63 meta-analyses, and did 
not included the systematic reviews. For this criterion, we consider any way of addressing 
publication bias as complying, since that seems to be how other papers have measured it 
(including our data extraction for meta-analyses from Pappalardo et al. [1]). So we assigned 0 to 
their score 0, and 1 to their scores for partial (1) and full (3) compliance. We calculated percent 
compliance as the (sum of points*100)/total meta-analyses reviewed. 

Conducted sensitivity analysis 
  

https://www.zotero.org/google-docs/?NGLsJ1
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Archmiller et al. [18] Counted “1”s in Table S1 for item “Sensitivity Analysis” and divided by number of articles to 
calculate the percentage of compliance. The item was described as “Quantified impact of 
individual effect sizes with sensitivity analysis or discussed 
potential impacts of individual study effect sizes”. 

Gates [10] The number of papers that perform a sensitivity analysis was extracted from the text. Percentage 
calculated based on the total numbers of studies analyzed. 

Koricheva & Gurevitch [7] Data extracted from criterion “Sensitivity analysis”, Table 3. 

Lodi et al. [17] Data extracted from criterion “Sensitivity analysis” in Tables 3 and 4. Detailed description of each 
criteria appears in Table 2. The authors followed Koricheva & Gurevitch [7] list of criteria. 

ODea et al. [2] Data extracted from criterion 24.2 of the PRISMA EcoEvo checklist (Table 1): “Provide results 
for the robustness of the review’s results (e.g. subgroup analyses, meta-regression of 
study quality, results from alternative methods of analysis, and temporal trends)”. 

Pappalardo et al. [1] 
(added) 

Each study was coded 1 if the authors conducted some type of sensitivity analysis, such as 
comparing their results with or without influential points, comparing weighted and weighted 
analysis, or comparing different types of effect size measures. 

Philibert et al. [25] Data extracted from criterion “Sensitivity analysis”, described as “Analysis of the sensitivity of 
the conclusions to any change in the dataset and/or in the statistical method used to analyze the 
data. Sensitivity analyses should be carried out to identify influential data and to assess the 
robustness of the main conclusions of a meta-analysis to the assumptions made in the statistical 
analysis.” 

Roberts et al. [26] Data extracted from criterion “Sensitivity analysis”, Table 1. 

Controlled for phylogenetic non-independence  

Cadotte et al. [8] Data was extracted from the data table presented in the Supplementary Material, using additional 
metadata provided by Marc Cadotte. If the column No_species was higher than 3 (following the 
methods in Chamberlain et al. [20]), we quantified if studies corrected for phylogenetic non-
independence using the column Phylogeny_included. To calculate the percent compliance, we 
coded as 1 studies where Cadotte et al. [8] reported the meta-analysis used a real phylogeny 
(Phylogeny_included == 1), and as 0.5 when it was reported that the meta-analysis was for 
congeneric species (Phylogeny_included == 2), or that it used taxonomic levels 
(Phylogeny_included == 3). The 4 studies that had a large number of species and 
Phylogeny_included was empty were coded 0. 

Chamberlain et al. [20] Information extracted from figure 1, only 2 papers performed a phylogenetic meta-analysis 
(coded as 1 for full compliance), and 19 assessed wether effect sizes differed among taxonomic 
categories (coded as 0.5 for partial compliance), 35 did traditional meta-analysis (coded as zero). 
We calculated the percentage of compliance from the total number of relevant papers that were 
analyzed (n = 56). 

Jennions et al. [22] From their Table 1, we extracted the number of papers that controlled for phylogeny, the number 
of papers that did not, and the number of papers for which it was not relevant. We calculated the 
percentage of compliance from the total number of relevant papers that were analyzed. 

Koricheva & Gurevitch [7] Data extracted from criterion “Controlling for phylogeny”, Table 3. 

Lodi et al. [17] Matched to the “Controlling for phylogeny” criterion in Tables 3 and 4. Detailed description of 
each criteria appears in Table 2. The authors followed Koricheva & Gurevitch [7] list of criteria. 

https://www.zotero.org/google-docs/?qIW5tF
https://www.zotero.org/google-docs/?rgch6v
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Nakagawa & Santos [23] From their Appendix, we extracted the percentage of papers that did not control for phylogenetic 
relatedness, and transform it into percentage of compliance using the total number of papers 
analyzed. 

Pappalardo et al. [1] 
(added) 

Each study was coded as 1 if the authors corrected the analysis for phylogenetic relatedness (when 
applicable), and was coded 0.5 if phylogenetic effects were partially addressed (e.g., by using 
family or taxonomy as a covariate). Community or ecosystem studies were coded “not applicable” 
and filtered out before calculating the percentage of papers complying with this criterion. 

Quantifying heterogeneity in effect sizes  

Archmiller et al. [18] Counted “1”s in Table S1 for item “Heterogeneity estimation” and divided by number of articles 
to calculate the percentage of compliance. The item was described as “Calculated heterogeneity 
statistics (e.g. Q, s, I)”. 

Beillouin et al. [19] Heterogeneity data was combined in their category “Heterogenity of results is analyzed”; but we 
were able to calculate the percentage that quantified heterogeneity by counting the level “YES, 
quantification (I2, Qb) and  subgroup analysis” in the column “Quality_Model_heterogeneity 
(I2, PI, …)” available from the supplementary data package spreadsheet (n = 217 meta-
analyses). 

Gates [10] We extracted from the text the number of studies that “contained some exploration of the 
heterogeneity of results, using the Q statistic or another measure of homogeneity of effect sizes. 

Koricheva & Gurevitch [7] Data extracted from criterion “Quantifying heterogeneity in effect sizes”, Table 3. 

Lodi et al. [17] Data extracted from criterion “Heterogeneity in effect sizes” in Table 3. Detailed description of 
each criteria appears in Table 2. The authors followed Koricheva & Gurevitch [7] list of criteria. 

ODea et al. [2] Data extracted from criterion 22.1 of the PRISMA EcoEvo checklist (Table 1): “Report 
indicators of heterogeneity in the estimated effect (e.g. I2, tau2 and other variance 
components)”. 

Romanelli et al. [16] Data extracted from criterion “6.2 Is heterogeneity in the effect of the Intervention/Exposure 
investigated statistically?” in their supplementary data file. We only consider the 63 meta-
analyses, and did not included the systematic reviews. In this case, all the studies were scored at 
the maximum value (3) and tallied by us as 1. We calculated percent compliance as the (sum of 
points*100)/total meta-analyses reviewed. 

Senior et al. [27] We extracted from the text the percentage of studies that reported statistics associated with 
heterogeneity. 

Vetter et al. [28] We extracted from the text the percentage of articles in which “authors quantified heterogeneity 
using an index measure”. 

Exploring causes of heterogeneity 

  

Archmiller et al. [18] Counted “1”s in Table S1 for item “Sub-group analysis” and divided by number of articles to 
calculate the percentage of compliance. The item was described as “Summarized effect sizes for 
subgroups or categorical covariates”. 

Beillouin et al. [19] Heterogeneity data was combined in their category “Heterogenity of results is analyzed”; but we 
were able to calculate the percentage that explored heterogeneity by counting both the level 
“YES, quantification (I2, Qb) and  subgroup analysis” and “YES, analysis by 
moderators/subgroups” in the column “Quality_Model_heterogeneity (I2, PI, …)” available 
from the supplementary data package spreadsheet (n = 217 meta-analyses). 

https://www.zotero.org/google-docs/?ziNCUu
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Chaudhary et al. [21] Percentage extracted from the text for “studies that collected data on multiple predictor 
variables” (not to be confused with multifactor analysis that was reported separately by the 
authors).   

Gates [10] Number of papers that reported results for subgroups was extracted from the main text “Eighteen 
reviews reported results for various subgroups of the studies or individuals included. In most 
cases these appeared to have been prespecified, as they were natural divisions into different 
classes of study (for example, different trophic groups, different habitats or different 
environmental stresses)”. We calculated the percentage of compliance based on the numbers of 
papers analyzed. 

Koricheva & Gurevitch [7] Data extracted from criterion “Exploring causes of heterogeneity”,Table 3. It seems to be 
specific to meta-regression based on their question: “Have the causes of existent heterogeneity in 
effect sizes been explored by meta-regression?”. 

Lodi et al. [17] Data extracted from criterion “Causes of heterogeneity” in Table 3. Detailed description of each 
criteria appears in Table 2. The authors followed Koricheva & Gurevitch, 2014 list of criteria. 

ODea et al. [2] Data extracted from criterion 15.1 of the PRISMA EcoEvo checklist (Table 1): “Provide a 
rationale for the inclusion of moderators (covariates) that were evaluated in meta-regression 
models”. 

Philibert et al. [25] Information extracted from text for criterion 3, Heterogeneity was defined as "The origins of the 
variability of the results are analyzed", or more detailed explanation “Analysis of the variability 
of the results of individual studies, including checking to see whether the results vary between 
the selected individual studies and, when relevant, investigation of the sources of between-study 
variability (e.g., using random effects model).” 

Roberts et al. [26] Data extracted from criterion “Investigation of sources of heterogeneity”, Table 1, that included 
both “sub-group” and “meta-regression”. Data was extracted from the “sub-group” category. 

Senior et al. [27] The number of studies that reported “Analyses to identify sources of heterogeneity (e.g., meta-
regression/sub-setting)” was extracted from the main text and converted to percentage of papers 
based on the total number of papers analyzed. 

Vetter et al. [28] The percentage of articles in which “authors explored heterogeneity by including explanatory 
variables” was extracted from the main text. 

Multifactorial analysis of moderators 

  

Chaudhary et al. [21] Number and percentage extracted from the text for studies that conducted “multifactor analysis”. 

Koricheva & Gurevitch [7] Data extracted from criterion “Multifactorial analysis of moderators”, Table 3. 

Lodi et al. [17] Matched to the “Collinearity analysis” criterion in Tables 3 and 4. Detailed description of each 
criteria appears in Table 2. The authors followed Koricheva & Gurevitch, 2014 list of criteria. 

Senior et al. [27] We extracted from the text the number of studies “in which several moderators are fitted in one 
model. 

Exploring temporal changes in effect size 

  

Koricheva & Gurevitch [7] Data extracted from criterion “Exploring temporal changes in effect size”, Table 3. 

https://www.zotero.org/google-docs/?g6Kw1p
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Lodi et al. [17] Data extracted from criterion “Changes in effect size” in Tables 3 and 4. Detailed description of 
each criteria appears in Table 2. The authors followed Koricheva & Gurevitch, 2014 list of 
criteria. 

Nakagawa et al.  [24] Data extracted from criterion “time-lag bias tests” in their Figure 2. 

Pappalardo et al. [1] 
(added) 

Each study was coded as 1 if the authors explored temporal changes in effect size, or 0 if they 
did not.  
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Appendix S4

Paula Pappalardo, Chao Song, Bruce A. Hungate, Craig W. Osenberg

From: A meta-evaluation of the quality of reporting and execution in ecological
meta-analyses

Setup

# load objects we need, generated with the R code provided

load("objects/reporting.R")
load("objects/execution.R")
load("objects/toplot.R")

# nice format for plots

niceplot <- theme_bw() +
theme(panel.grid.major = element_blank(),

panel.grid.minor = element_blank(),
axis.title.x = element_text(face = "bold", size = 14,

margin = margin(t = 20, r = 0, b = 0, l = 0)),
axis.title.y = element_text(face = "bold", size = 14,

margin = margin(t = 0, r = 20, b = 0, l = 0)),
axis.text.x = element_text(size = 13),
axis.text.y = element_text(size = 13),
legend.text = element_text(size = 13),
legend.title = element_text(size = 13),
legend.position = "right")

Review discipline

We compared the percent compliance from the different review papers according to the research discipline.
We did not observe any clear patterns among the different sub disciplines for neither the Reporting or
Execution criteria:

safe_colorblind_palette <- c("#88CCEE", "#CC6677", "#DDCC77", "#117733", "#332288", "#AA4499",
"#44AA99", "#999933", "#882255", "#661100", "#6699CC", "#888888")

#scales::show_col(safe_colorblind_palette)

# create Figure S3

fig_s3 <- ggcharts::bar_chart(
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data= reporting,
x= paper.id,
y= percent,
fill = topic.area,
facet= criteria,

) +
scale_fill_manual(values = safe_colorblind_palette) +
labs(x = "Review ID", y = "Percent of papers complying with Reporting criteria") +
niceplot +
theme(legend.position = "bottom")

# save figure S3

ggsave("figures/Fig_S3.pdf", fig_s3, width = 17, height = 10, dpi = 300)

# display figure S3

fig_s3
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Fig S3. Percent of papers complying with Reporting criteria by review discipline. The percent
of papers complying with each criterion is plotted for each synthesis paper. The colors indicate different
subdisciplines of the review papers. The Review ID corresponds to the papers listed in Table 1.

# create Figure S4

fig_s4 <- ggcharts::bar_chart(
data= execution,
x= paper.id,
y= percent,
fill = topic.area,
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facet= criteria
) +
scale_fill_manual(values = safe_colorblind_palette) +
labs(x = "Review ID", y = "Percent of papers complying with Execution criteria") +
ylim(0, 100) +
niceplot +
theme(legend.position = "bottom")

# save figure S4

ggsave("figures/Fig_S4.pdf", fig_s4, width = 15, height = 10, dpi = 300)

# display figure S4

fig_s4
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Fig S4. Percent of papers complying with Execution criteria by review discipline. The percent
of papers complying with each criterion is plotted for each synthesis paper. The colors indicate different
subdisciplines of the review papers. The Review ID corresponds to the papers listed in Table 1 of the main
manuscript.
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Temporal trends in compliance

To check for temporal trends in compliance we analyzed the time period of the papers included in each
review paper and the percent compliance. We initially looked at:

1) the mid-point of the time period included in each review paper
2) the earliest year of the time period included in each review paper
3) the most recent year of the time period included in each review paper
4) the full time period included in each review paper

We considered that the full time period is the one that better represent the temporal data on a plot and
present this below for the Reporting and Execution criteria. We did not observe any clear temporal trends.

# create Figure S5

fig_s5 <- ggplot(reporting, aes(mid_point, percent)) +
geom_segment(aes(x = first_year, y = percent,

xend = final_year, yend = percent), data = reporting) +
niceplot +
facet_wrap(~criteria) +
#ggtitle("Reporting") +
labs(x= "Time period", y= "Percent compliance with Reporting criteria") +
niceplot

# save figure S5

ggsave("figures/Fig_S5.pdf", fig_s5, width = 10, height = 8, dpi = 300)

# display figure S5

fig_s5
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Fig S5. Percent of papers complying with Reporting criteria as a function of the time period
analyzed by the review paper. Each panel represents a criterion. The line segment indicates the time
period covered by each of the review papers that addressed a particular criterion.

# create Figure S6

fig_s6 <- ggplot(execution, aes(mid_point, percent)) +
geom_segment(aes(x = first_year, y = percent,

xend = final_year, yend = percent), data = execution) +
niceplot +
facet_wrap(~ criteria) +
#ggtitle("Execution") +
labs(x= "Time period", y= "Percent compliance with Execution criteria") +
niceplot

# save figure S6

ggsave("figures/Fig_S6.pdf", fig_s6, width = 10, height = 8, dpi = 300)
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# display figure S6

fig_s6
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Fig S6. Percent of papers complying with Execution criteria as a function of the time period
analyzed by the review paper. Each panel represents a criterion. The line segment indicates the time
period covered by each of the review papers that addressed a particular criterion.
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Appendix S5

Paula Pappalardo, Chao Song, Bruce A. Hungate, Craig W. Osenberg

From: A meta-evaluation of the quality of reporting and execution in ecological
meta-analyses

Setup

knitr::opts_chunk$set(echo = T, eval = T, warning = F,
message = F, comment = "")

# load libraries we need

library(kableExtra)
library(tidyverse)
library(ggcharts)
library(rcartocolor)
library(readxl)
library(flextable)

Journals that most often publish meta-analyses

By pooling the reference list from all the review papers that made the references available (and without
counting references twice), we were able to assess which journals tend to publish more meta-analyses. The
top five journals were: 1) Ecology Letters (n= 91), 2) Global Change Biology (n= 89), 3) Ecology (n= 75),
4) Oecologia (n = 48), and American Naturalist (n = 43). Below you can see the number of meta-analyses
per journal that had been included in the meta-analysis reviews. Because the distribution is strongly right
skewed (with most journals publishing a few meta-analyses), we display only the journals with at least 5
meta-analyses.

# function to select columns of interest

selectColumns <- function(mydf){
mydf_ed <- mydf %>% select(first_author, year, journal)
return(mydf_ed)

}

# function to add a standarized reference ID to compare accross reviews
addID <- function(mydf){

mydf_ed <- mydf %>%
mutate(ref_id = paste(str_to_upper(first_author), year,

str_to_upper(journal), sep = "_"),
journal = str_to_upper(journal))

1



return(mydf_ed)
}

# load short journals dictionary

journal_dic <- read.csv("data/DataFiles_journal-names-dictionary.csv", as.is = T)

# load references for each publication

arch <- as.data.frame(read_excel("data/DataFiles_list-of-references-in-Reviews.xlsx",
sheet= "arch2015", range= cell_cols("A:D"))) %>%

selectColumns() %>%
addID()

cado <- as.data.frame(read_excel("data/DataFiles_list-of-references-in-Reviews.xlsx",
sheet= "cado2012", range= cell_cols("A:D"))) %>%

selectColumns() %>%
addID()

cham <- as.data.frame(read_excel("data/DataFiles_list-of-references-in-Reviews.xlsx",
sheet= "cham2012", range= cell_cols("A:C"))) %>%

addID()

gate <- as.data.frame(read_excel("data/DataFiles_list-of-references-in-Reviews.xlsx",
sheet= "gate2002", range= cell_cols("A:C"))) %>%

addID()

jenn <- as.data.frame(read_excel("data/DataFiles_list-of-references-in-Reviews.xlsx",
sheet= "jenn2012", range= cell_cols("A:B"))) %>%

left_join(journal_dic, by = "journal_short") %>%
rowwise() %>%
mutate(year = as.numeric(str_extract(reference, "\\d{4}")[[1]]),

first_author = str_split_fixed(reference, " ", 2)[,1]) %>%
ungroup() %>%
selectColumns() %>% addID()

kori <- as.data.frame(read_excel("data/DataFiles_list-of-references-in-Reviews.xlsx",
sheet= "kori2012", range= cell_cols("A:C"))) %>%

addID()

odea <- as.data.frame(read_excel("data/DataFiles_list-of-references-in-Reviews.xlsx",
sheet= "odea2021", range= cell_cols("A:C"))) %>%

addID()

papp <- as.data.frame(read_excel("data/DataFiles_list-of-references-in-Reviews.xlsx",
sheet= "papp2020", range= cell_cols("A:C"))) %>%

addID()

phil<- as.data.frame(read_excel("data/DataFiles_list-of-references-in-Reviews.xlsx",
sheet= "phil2012", range= cell_cols("A:C"))) %>%

left_join(journal_dic, by = "journal_short") %>%
selectColumns() %>% addID()
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robe <- as.data.frame(read_excel("data/DataFiles_list-of-references-in-Reviews.xlsx",
sheet= "robe2006", range= cell_cols("A:C"))) %>%

addID()

seni <- as.data.frame(read_excel("data/DataFiles_list-of-references-in-Reviews.xlsx",
sheet= "seni2016", range= cell_cols("A:C"))) %>%

addID()

vett <- as.data.frame(read_excel("data/DataFiles_list-of-references-in-Reviews.xlsx",
sheet= "vett2013", range= cell_cols("A:C"))) %>%

addID()

lodi_fe <- as.data.frame(read_excel("data/DataFiles_list-of-references-in-Reviews.xlsx",
sheet= "lodi2021_fe", range= cell_cols("A:C"))) %>%

mutate(first_author = str_split_fixed(Citation, ",", 2)[,1],
journal = ifelse(journal == "The American Naturalist",

"American Naturalist", journal)) %>%
addID()

lodi_ee <- as.data.frame(read_excel("data/DataFiles_list-of-references-in-Reviews.xlsx",
sheet= "lodi2021_ee", range= cell_cols("A:C"))) %>%

addID()

beil <- as.data.frame(read_excel("data/DataFiles_list-of-references-in-Reviews.xlsx",
sheet= "beil2022", range= cell_cols("A:D"))) %>%

addID()

roma_a <- as.data.frame(read_excel("data/DataFiles_list-of-references-in-Reviews.xlsx",
sheet= "roma2021a", range= cell_cols("A:D"))) %>%

addID()

roma_b <- as.data.frame(read_excel("data/DataFiles_list-of-references-in-Reviews.xlsx",
sheet= "roma2021b", range= cell_cols("A:C"))) %>%

rowwise() %>%
mutate(year = as.numeric(str_extract(Citation, "\\d{4}")[[1]])) %>%
ungroup() %>%
addID()

# combine all unique ids (to avoid counting papers twice)

allids <- sort(unique(c(arch$ref_id, cado$ref_id, cham$ref_id, gate$ref_id,
jenn$ref_id, kori$ref_id, odea$ref_id, papp$ref_id,
phil$ref_id, robe$ref_id, seni$ref_id, vett$ref_id,
lodi_fe$ref_id, lodi_ee$ref_id, beil$ref_id, roma_a$ref_id)))

# Compile all papers and create journal counts

alljournals <- data.frame(ids = allids) %>%
mutate(journal = str_split_fixed(ids, "_", 3)[,3]) %>%
add_count(journal) %>%
distinct(journal, n) %>%
arrange(desc(n)) %>%
filter(n > 4)
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flextable(alljournals, cwidth = 3)

journal n
ECOLOGY LETTERS 91
GLOBAL CHANGE BIOLOGY 89
ECOLOGY 75
OECOLOGIA 48
AMERICAN NATURALIST 43
OIKOS 41
CONSERVATION BIOLOGY 40
JOURNAL OF ECOLOGY 34
BIOLOGICAL CONSERVATION 34
AGRICULTURE, ECOSYSTEMS &
ENVIRONMENT 33

NEW PHYTOLOGIST 28
PROCEEDINGS OF THE ROYAL
SOCIETY B 27

JOURNAL OF APPLIED ECOLOGY 26
GLOBAL ECOLOGY AND
BIOGEOGRAPHY 24

ECOLOGICAL APPLICATIONS 22
FOREST ECOLOGY AND MANAGEMENT 22
EVOLUTION 21
MOLECULAR ECOLOGY 21
BEHAVIORAL ECOLOGY 20
ANIMAL BEHAVIOUR 18
PLANT AND SOIL 17
ANNUAL REVIEW OF ECOLOGY,
EVOLUTION, AND SYSTEMATICS 16

MARINE ECOLOGY PROGRESS SERIES 15
JOURNAL OF ANIMAL ECOLOGY 15
SOIL BIOLOGY & BIOCHEMISTRY 15
FUNCTIONAL ECOLOGY 14
TRENDS IN ECOLOGY & EVOLUTION 13
BIOLOGY LETTERS 11
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journal n
PROCEEDINGS OF THE NATIONAL
ACADEMY OF SCIENCES USA 11

PLOS ONE 11
LAND DEGRADATION &
DEVELOPMENT 10

JOURNAL OF EVOLUTIONARY
BIOLOGY 10

BIOGEOSCIENCES 9
ECOLOGICAL MONOGRAPHS 9
AMERICAN JOURNAL OF BOTANY 9
ECOLOGY AND EVOLUTION 9
SCIENTIFIC REPORTS 8
ENVIRONMENTAL POLLUTION 8
SCIENCE 8
SCIENCE OF THE TOTAL
ENVIRONMENT 8

BIOLOGICAL REVIEWS 8
ECOSYSTEMS 8
FIELD CROPS RESEARCH 8
FRESHWATER BIOLOGY 7
SOIL & TILLAGE RESEARCH 7
BEHAVIORAL ECOLOGY AND
SOCIOBIOLOGY 7

CANADIAN JOURNAL OF FISHERIES
AND AQUATIC SCIENCES 7

EVOLUTIONARY ECOLOGY 6
GLOBAL CHANGE BIOLOGY
BIOENERGY 6

NATURE 6
BIOLOGICAL INVASIONS 6
ECOGRAPHY 6
PLANT, CELL AND ENVIRONMENT 5
RESTORATION ECOLOGY 5
PHILOSOPHICAL TRANSACTIONS OF
THE ROYAL SOCIETY B 5

EVOLUTIONARY APPLICATIONS 5
ECOLOGICAL INDICATORS 5
PLANT 5
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journal n
CANADIAN JOURNAL OF FOREST
RESEARCH 5

BIOGEOCHEMISTRY 5
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